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Page Nos.
PART I

1

APOLOGIES
To receive apologies for absence, if any.

2

MINUTES
To authorise the Chairman to sign, as a correct record, the minutes of the
meeting of the Committee held on 12 July 2019.

3

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
To receive declarations by Members of interests in respect of items on this
Agenda.
Members are reminded that, in accordance with the revised Code of Conduct,
they are required to declare any disclosable pecuniary interests or other
registrable interests which have not already been declared in the Council’s
Register of Interests. (It is a criminal offence not to declare a disclosable
pecuniary interest either in the Register or at the meeting.)
Members may, however, also decide, in the interests of clarity and
transparency, to declare at this point in the meeting, any such disclosable
pecuniary interests which they have already declared in the Register, as well as
any other registrable or other interests.
If a Member requires advice on any item involving a possible declaration of
interest which could affect his/her ability to speak and/or vote, he/she is advised
to contact the Monitoring Officer at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting.

4

DECLARATION OF THE PARTY WHIP
In accordance with Rule 17 of the Overview and Scrutiny Procedure Rules, any
Member who is subject to a party whip on any item must declare the existence
and nature of the whip.

5

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - EXCLUDED ITEMS
To consider whether the items, if any, in Part II of the Agenda should be
considered in the presence of the press and public.

6

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Any member of the public who wishes to ask a question, make representations
or present a deputation or petition at this meeting should apply to do so by no
later than 0:01am (one minute past midnight) two working days before the
meeting. Information on how to make the application can be obtained by
viewing the Council’s Website www.southlakeland.gov.uk or by contacting the
Committee Services Team on 01539 733333.
(1)

Questions and Representations

To receive any questions or representations which have been received from
members of the public.
(2)

Deputations and Petitions

To receive any deputations or petitions which have been received from
members of the public.

5 - 10

7

WORK PROGRAMME AND FORWARD PLAN

11 - 12

To consider the Overview and Scrutiny Committee Work Programme 2019/20
(attached) and the contents of the Forward Plan due to be published on 13
August 2019 (to be circulated prior to the meeting).

8

COUNCIL PLAN PERFORMANCE MONITORING QUARTER 1 2019/20

13 - 66

To monitor progress against the measures of success as detailed within the
Council Plan 2019.

9

CORPORATE FINANCIAL MONITORING QUARTER 1, 2019/20

67 - 94

To consider the projected year end position based on performance to the end of
Quarter 1 2019/20 and Officer’s planned actions to ensure a balanced budget by
the end of the financial year.

10

PORTFOLIO HOLDER REPORT - HOUSING AND INNOVATION

95 - 100

To consider the annual report from the Housing and Innovation Portfolio Holder
on the progress made within the portfolio area and their plans for the future.

11

GREEN TEAM PROGRESS
To update members on the Green Team’s work to coordinate Council activity to
combat the effects of Climate Change and promote Biodiversity.

12

CUMBRIA HEALTH SCRUTINY COMMITTEE UPDATE
To receive a verbal update on the work of the Cumbria Health Scrutiny
Committee from the Council’s representative or substitute.

PART II
Private Section (exempt reasons under Schedule 12A of the Local Government
Act 1972, as amended by the Local Government (Access to Information)
(Variation) Order 2006, specified by way of paragraph number)
There are no items in this Part of the Agenda.

101 - 108
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Item No.2
1
12.07.2019

Overview and Scrutiny Committee
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

Minutes of the proceedings at a meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee held in
the District Council Chamber, South Lakeland House, Kendal, on Friday, 12 July 2019, at
10.30 a.m.
Present
Councillors
Vicky Hughes (Chairman)
Helen Chaffey (Vice-Chairman)
Pat Bell
Brian Cooper
Eamonn Hennessy

Hazel Hodgson
Anne Hutton
Janette Jenkinson

Susanne Long
Doug Rathbone

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Ian Mitchell and Mark Wilson.
Officers
Linda Fisher
Adam Moffatt
Claire Read
Helen Smith
Josie Smith
David Sykes

Legal, Governance and Democracy Interim Lead Specialist
Case Management Officer
Finance Specialist
Finance Lead Specialist (Section 151 Officer)
Legal, Governance and Democracy Specialist
Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Also in attendance were Councillors Archibald (Leader and Promoting South Lakeland
Portfolio Holder), Robin Ashcroft (Economy, Culture and Leisure Portfolio Holder) and
Andrew Jarvis (Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder).

O&S/1

MINUTES
RESOLVED – That the Chairman be authorised to sign, as a correct record, the minutes
of the meeting of the Committee held on 26 April 2019.

O&S/2

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
RESOLVED – That it be noted that no declarations of interest were raised.

O&S/3

DECLARATION OF THE PARTY WHIP
RESOLVED – That it be noted that no declarations of the party whip were raised.

O&S/4

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - EXCLUDED ITEMS
RESOLVED – That it be noted that there are no excluded items on the Agenda.

O&S/5

TERMS OF REFERENCE
RESOLVED – That the Terms of Reference of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee be
noted.
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O&S/6

Overview and Scrutiny Committee

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
RESOLVED – That it be noted that no questions, representations, deputations or petitions
have been received in respect of this meeting.

O&S/7

WORK PROGRAMME AND FORWARD PLAN
The Legal, Governance and Democracy Interim Lead Specialist introduced the Overview
and Scrutiny Committee’s Work Programme for 2019/20.
After a question was raised and answered on the Economic Growth Strategy, the Director
of Strategy, Innovation and Resources informed the Committee that work was underway
on the Locality Working task and finish group and that further meetings and external
partnerships would be utilised to finalise the group’s report, which was to be presented to
the Overview and Scrutiny Committee in January 2020.
The Legal, Governance and Democracy Interim Lead Specialist further drew attention to
the Forward Plan published on 18 June 2019.
RESOLVED – That the following be noted:-

O&S/8

(1)

the Overview and Scrutiny Committee’s Work Programme for 2019/20; and

(2)

the Forward Plan published on 18 June 2019.

NORTHERN RAIL SERVICES
The former Vice-Chairman of the Committee, Councillor Doug Rathbone, provided a
verbal update with regard to Northern Rail services.
Councillor Rathbone informed the Committee that Northern Rail had undertaken to invest
£1m into marketing across the summer and autumn months, including discounted rates
for both child and adult fares. He then highlighted a £5m investment into replacing trains
on both the Lakes and Furness line to Manchester Airport, which was a direct result of the
Committee’s work. Councillor Rathbone concluded by reminding Members that it would
take more than discounted rates and new trains to rebuild customer confidence in
Northern Rail and that it was necessary for the Overview and Scrutiny Committee to
continue its efforts in order to ensure that Northern Rail remained committed to improving
the service across the district.
In responding to questions from the Committee, Councillor Rathbone highlighted that the
Director of Northern Rail had reaffirmed his commitment to be accountable for any further
issues. Furthermore, he agreed to enquire about the potential for an increased capacity
for bicycles on the Lakes Line.
RESOLVED – That
(1)

the verbal update on Northern Rail services be received; and

(2)
agreement be given for Councillor Doug Rathbone to continue his efforts in liaising
with Northern Rail to ensure continued improvement in the service provided by Northern
Rail.
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O&S/9

Overview and Scrutiny Committee

REVENUE AND CAPITAL OUTTURN 2018/19
The Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder presented the Revenue and Capital Outturn
2018/19 report which set out the Council’s financial performance for 2018/19 and the
impact on reserves. In concluding his report, the Portfolio Holder expressed his view that
despite the complicated situation surrounding the budgets, the hard work of the Finance
Team in highlighting the upcoming challenges would allow the Management Team to take
corrective action.
In answering questions raised by the Committee, the Finance and Resources Portfolio
Holder informed the Committee that the downturn in income from Planning Enforcement
was mainly attributed to a decrease in the number and nature of planning applications and
not to ongoing staffing issues. Furthermore, with regards to Ulverston Town Hall, he
highlighted that the act of transfer had been late in the last financial year and, combined
with a late change in the related grant conditions, had meant that the spending would be
carried over into the current financial year. In addition, the Portfolio Holder answered a
question on Ulverston Leisure Centre and highlighted to Members that Cabinet Members
had been encouraged to look for external sources of funding for the leisure centre. The
Chairman took the opportunity to request that an update on the Building Control deficit be
brought to the next Overview and Scrutiny Committee Meeting.
The Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources confirmed Councillor Jarvis’ response
to a question on Ulverston Town Hall and added that all agreements are in place between
South Lakeland District Council and South Lakes Housing.
Continuing his responses to Members’ questions, the Finance and Resources Portfolio
Holder informed the Committee that the overspend in kerbside recycling was mainly
attributed to incorrect assumptions being made on staffing, alongside lower income from
the sale of recycling materials than expected and not due to an underlying inefficiency.
The Finance Lead Specialist (Section 151 Officer) responded to a question on the
Development Control deficit and highlighted that this had been down to fewer planning
applications and fewer enforcement cases in the last financial year.
In responding to a question on the Department for Works and Pensions (DWP) write off
the Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder informed Members that this had been down
to the implementation of new software, which had highlighted debts that had become
unrecoverable due to a rule change made by the DWP. The Finance Lead Specialist
(Section 151 Officer) added to the Portfolio Holder’s response by informing the Committee
that during the lifetime of a housing benefit claim, issues could come to light and, as a
result of the change in circumstances, it was now inappropriate to reclaim the money from
the resident as it had been an error on the DWP’s part. She advised the Committee that
work was in progress to understand the issue in order to assure that it would not happen
again. She undertook to include an update on the explanation of the DWP issue in the
Quarter One Financial Monitoring Report which would be presented at the next Overview
and Scrutiny Committee meeting.
RESOLVED – That
(1)

the outturn figures be noted; and

(2)
the comments made by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee be taken forward as
appropriate for consideration by Cabinet.
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O&S/10

Overview and Scrutiny Committee

2018 - 2019 ANNUAL TREASURY MANAGEMENT REPORT
The Treasury Management Annual Report 2018/19 was presented by the Finance and
Resources Portfolio Holder. He informed the Committee that the level of external debt had
not changed during 2018/19 and that despite the strong cash position of the Council, the
current premium level of 93% meant that it was not recommended to make a further
repayment of debt. Furthermore, he highlighted the significant fluctuation in the Council’s
cash flow and attributed it partly to the timing of collection of both Council Tax and NonDomestic Rates. The Portfolio Holder emphasised the need for a dynamic management of
the investment portfolio which would ensure that the strong financial position of the
Council benefits the residents of South Lakeland. He concluded his report by highlighting
that SLDC’s investments had out-performed benchmark rates and that the increase in
interest rates earlier in the year meant that earnings from interest had been higher than
expected.
RESOLVED – That Council be recommended to approve the 2018/19 Treasury
Management Annual Report.

O&S/11

MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PLAN 2020/21 TO 2024/25
The draft Medium Term Financial Plan, incorporating the Financial Strategy and the
Budget Strategy (referred to collectively as the MTFP) was presented by the Finance and
Resources Portfolio Holder. The Plan would ensure that the Council has a sound basis for
allocating resources and effective financial management over the medium term.
The Finance Portfolio Holder highlighted the numbers in the MTFP were the same as
those approved by Council in February 2019. The reason behind this was the uncertainty
over Council funding in the future. Due to the Government’s intentions to have a threeyear Comprehensive Spending Review following a Brexit agreement being reached, there
was a great deal of uncertainty over the future of Local Government funding. The Portfolio
Holder added that the Council continued to assume that the planned ‘Fairer Funding’
would be implemented and that, as part of this, the pooling arrangement for non-domestic
rates would be expected to end along with New Homes Bonus at the end of the financial
year. The Portfolio Holder informed the Committee that further assumptions were being
made over a reduction in the retained business rates and government grants from nearly
£4m this year to £1.3m by 2023/24. He pointed out that the report also asked Cabinet to
give the Chief Executive and the Section 151 Officer, in consultation with the Finance and
Resources Portfolio Holder, delegation to decide on membership of any Cumbria
Business Rate Pool due to the small window of opportunity to apply to become part of a
pool, which delegation would mitigate. In concluding his report the Portfolio Holder
asserted that the Council remained in a strong position, despite the high level of
uncertainty. Furthermore, he informed the Committee that the Customer Connect
Programme would make a substantial contribution to reducing the deficit over the next five
years.
In answering a question raised surrounding the impact Brexit would have on the Council’s
spending review, the Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder informed the Committee
that, in the short term, there would be a huge impact on Local Government and, in the
long term the economy would be made smaller. Furthermore, he added that the spending
plans of the candidates for Prime Minister did not focus on Local Government, which may
be an indicator for the future of Local Government funding.
Councillor Doug Rathbone wished to thank the Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder
and Officers for the report. He added that there was much uncertainty and that other than
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planning for a multitude of possible outcomes, there was not much that the Council could
do to prepare for the uncertainty. Councillor Rathbone felt that flexing the Council’s strong
financial position, alongside strongly asserting our position on pooling and income
management should enable to Council to maintain its financial stability.
The Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder reaffirmed Councillor Rathbone’s statement
by informing the Committee that flexibility on pooling would allow South Lakeland District
Council to react well to any potential situation and secure funding for the residents.
RESOLVED – That
(1)

the Draft Medium Term Financial Plan be noted; and

(2)
the comments made by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee be taken forward as
appropriate for consideration by Cabinet.

O&S/12

ANNUAL PROCUREMENT UPDATE 2018/19
The Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder presented a report which provided an update
on progress across the procurement function and against the Sustainable Procurement
and Commissioning Strategy 2016-2019.
An updated Procurement Schedule for 2019/20 was attached at Appendix 2 to the report
which included some additional procurement exercises not included in the version
approved in February 2019.
The Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder wished to congratulate Officers for their hard
work in what he believed was an important but less visible function within the Council.
RESOLVED – That the following be noted:-

O&S/13

(1)

the progress across the procurement function over the past 12 months; and

(2)

the updated Procurement Schedule at set out at Appendix 2 to the report.

CUMBRIA HEALTH SCRUTINY COMMITTEE UPDATE
The Interim Lead Specialist, Legal, Governance and Democracy provided a brief update,
on behalf of Councillor Mark Wilson, who sat on the Cumbria Health Scrutiny Committee
as a County Councillor. The written report produced by Councillor Wilson had been
circulated at the start of the meeting. The Cumbria Health Scrutiny Committee would
continue to scrutinise matters relating to planning, provision and the operation of health
services to ensure that decisions reflect local needs, as well as holding health service
bodies to account publicly.
RESOLVED – That the update be noted.

The meeting ended at 11.54 a.m.
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Item No.7
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE WORK PROGRAMME 2019/20
Committee Meetings
Date

Expected agenda items
2019

Fri, 12 Jul
10.30am
9.30am Scrutiny
Training

Fri, 16 Aug
10.30am
9.30am
Overview and
Scrutiny and
Risk
Management
Training

Fri, 25 Oct
10.30am

Terms of Reference;
Work Programme and Forward Plan;
Northern Rail – verbal update;
Draft Treasury Management Annual Report;
Draft Medium Term Financial Plan;
Revenue and Capital Out-turn;
Procurement Annual Report;
Cumbria Health Scrutiny Committee Update
Work Programme and Forward Plan;
Council Plan Performance Monitoring Q1;
Financial Monitoring Q1;
Portfolio Holder Report – Housing and Innovation (Deputy Leader);
Cumbria Health Scrutiny Committee Update;
Green Team update

Work Programme and Forward Plan
Draft Council Plan;
Community Safety Partnership Mid-Year Update;
Financial Monitoring Q2;
Council Plan Performance Monitoring Q2;
Portfolio Holder Report – Promoting South Lakeland (Leader) / Climate Emergency and
Localism;
Scrutiny Progress Report;
Cumbria Health Scrutiny Committee Update;
Invite Morecambe Bay NHS Foundation Trust and Morecambe Bay CCG for update;
Community Safety Partnership – Drink/Drug Driving Presentation and Video
2020

Fri, 17 Jan
10.30am
10am Public
Finance Training

Fri, 17 Apr
10.30am

Work Programme and Forward Plan;
Draft Budget and Procurement Schedule;
Draft Treasury Management Framework;
Financial Monitoring Q3;
Council Plan Performance Monitoring Q3;
Portfolio Holder Report – Economy, Culture and Leisure / Finance and Resources;
Cumbria Health Scrutiny Committee Update;
Reports from completed task and finish groups
Council Plan Performance Monitoring Q4;
Portfolio Holder Reports – Customer and Commercial Services and People / Health, Wellbeing
and Financial Resilience;
Draft Scrutiny Annual Report;
Work Programme 2020/21 Setting;
Effectiveness Review and Scrutiny Progress Report;
Community Safety Partnership Year-End Update;
Cumbria Health Scrutiny Committee Update
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Scrutiny Reviews
Date

Format

Information

August
2019

Task and
Finish

Strategic Review of Councils Health and
Wellbeing priority

September
/ October /
November
2019
TBC

Task and
Finish

Customer Connect Locality Working

Task and
Finish
Workshop

Economic Growth Strategy

September
2019
January
2020

Task and
Finish

Link the actions from Morecambe
Bay NHS Foundation Trust and
Morecambe Bay CCG attending
O&S into this workstream

Link with timescale for Kendal
Futures and their report completion

Implementation of SLDC Climate Change
Policy
Private Water Supplies
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Item No.8
South Lakeland District Council
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Friday 16 Aug 2019

Council Plan Performance Monitoring Quarter 1
2019/20
Portfolio:

Councillor Giles Archibald - Leader of the Council

Report from:

Simon McVey – Operational Lead Support Services

Report Author:

John Davies – Case Management Officer Support Services

Wards:

All Wards;

Forward Plan:

Not applicable

1.0

Expected Outcome

1.1

Monitoring the success of the Council Plan through scorecards informs improvements
and ensures Council services address the needs of residents in an open and
transparent way. Influenced by the three key values as set out in the current Council
Plan, this report sets out the Council Plan Priorities and Measures of Success.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

It is recommended that the Overview and Scrutiny Committee notes:(1)

the Summary of Performance as detailed in the report;

(2)

the detailed risks information contained within Appendix 1; and

(3)

the benchmarking information within Appendix 2; and

(4)

considers whether it wishes to make any recommendations to Cabinet

3.0

Background and Proposals

3.1

The Council is committed to delivering high quality, cost effective services that meet
the needs of residents and improve quality of life. To help achieve our goals, we
measure performance frequently. The performance management process helps us to
demonstrate how well we are doing. Each Council Plan Priority has ‘Measures of
success’ – allowing progress to be monitored.

3.2

Benchmarking information is provided for quarter one each year and allows the Council
to compare its own performance with that of fifteen other statistically similar Councils
– using the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy Nearest Neighbours
Model. Information is sourced from the Local Government Association.

3.3

Summary of Performance
The measures listed within this report are showing very good performance - and
demonstrate that South Lakeland is a very desirable place to live, work and explore.
South Lakeland District Council’s vision and strategy is to improve prosperity ensuring
a positive benefit for our community.
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Detailed information for each performance measure is listed in section 3.4-3.7 below.
3.4

Economy - Measures of success
Measure: By 2025, we will achieve investment enabling the creation of 1,000 new jobs
in the area.


Estimates show that the Council is on target to achieve 1,000 new jobs in the
area by 2025. Since 01/01/14 an estimated 564 new jobs have been created in
South Lakeland. It is estimated that 16 new jobs were created in Quarter One
2019/20 (Source: Estimate by Performance, Innovation and Commissioning.)

Measure: Between 2015 and 2025, we will have enabled, with the private sector, the
rise of higher paid jobs and a year-on-year increase in the current median household
income of £31,189 for people who live in South Lakeland.


For 2018 the median income in South Lakeland was £34,706. This is highest
when compared with other Districts in Cumbria. Also significantly higher than
Cumbria as a whole at £28,052 and Great Britain at £31,446. (Source: Cumbria
Intelligence Observatory.)

Measure: Between 2015 and 2025, in partnership with the district’s towns and villages,
the Council will ensure they maintain their distinctive character and thrive commercially
by supporting and improving the business start-up rate of 90 per 10,000 working
population year-on-year.




3.5

During 2018/19 South Lakeland had the highest number of business start-ups
in Cumbria at 76.5 per 10,000 working age residents. This compares to 58.5
for Cumbria and 100.1 for England. (Source: Cumbria Intelligence
Observatory.)
The total number of business units in South Lakeland has increased from 6,850
in 2013 to 7,410 in 2018. (Source: National Office for Statistics)

Housing - Measures of success
The Council’s Housing Strategy 2016-2025 describes the housing issues within South
Lakeland.
Measure: By 2025, we will have enabled, with the private sector, the development of
1,000 new affordable homes to rent.


Updates for Quarter One 2019/20 will be reported verbally at Committee. Since
01/01/2014, and including Quarter Four 2018/19, the total new affordable
homes for rent completed is 464 – making a total of 945 since 2006. The
Council is on target to deliver 1,000 new affordable homes for rent by 2025.
(Source: Strategic Housing and Building Control.)

Measure: By 2025, we will have enabled, with the private sector and housing
associations, an average of 60 completed permanent dwellings each quarter.


Since 2015 the Council has enabled the completion of 1,030 permanent
dwellings. This includes 40 during Quarter 1 2019/20 and is an average of
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greater than 60.5 permanent dwellings over 17 quarters. (Source: MHCLG Live
tables on house building: table 253a)
Measure: By 2025, the number of long-term empty homes will have reduced by 20%
from 967 homes.


The number of long term empty homes fluctuates, however there has been an
overall reduction from 1,079 (2011) to 987 (2018.) The total number of long
term empty homes fluctuate as homes are brought back into use - and as
properties become empty. Homes become empty for a number of reasons - all
of which are relevant to South Lakeland, for example: people needing care,
properties becoming inhabitable due to widespread flooding and properties
being inherited. Second homes also increase results until they are identified.
(Source: MHCLG Live tables on dwelling stock including vacants: table 615)

Measure: Between 2015 and 2019, the Council, through targeted interventions will,
year on year, bring a minimum of 70 empty homes back into use.


Since 2015 the Council has brought 332 empty homes back into use. Data for
Quarter One 2018/19 shows 13 homes, Quarter Two 14 homes, Quarter Three
26 homes and Quarter Four 22 homes. During Quarter One 2019/20 17 homes
were successfully brought back into use. (Source: Housing Strategy Team)

Measure: During 2018/19 the number of homeless households living in temporary
accommodation will be no more than 20 at any one time.


3.6

The maximum number of households in temporary accommodation at any one
time in 2018/19 was 20 in Quarter One, 21 in Quarter Two, 20 in Quarter Three,
19 in Quarter Four. In Q1 2019/20 there were 21. The main reasons for
homelessness are: the reduced benefits for people of age under 35 years; high
rents and loss of private sector tenancy; lack of affordable housing; family
relationship breakdowns with young adults leaving home - sometimes leaving
home due to abuse. The implementation of the Homelessness Reduction Act
in April 2018 has also influenced results and this is reflected both regionally
and nationally. (Source: Housing Options Team)

Environment - Measures of success
Measure: By 2019, the amount of household waste sent for reuse, recycling and
composting will increase from 43% to 50%. During the same period the range of
recyclables will be widened.


For 2018/19 a provisional 44.3% of waste has been recycled which is similar to
44.4% for 2017/18. Green waste influences this result significantly. This is
because green waste is produced in large quantities and contributes to
significant tonnages compared to lighter plastic and cardboard - during the
summer drought 2017/18 green waste was greatly reduced. If the Council were
able to collect food waste this would make the target of 50% much more
achievable. However food processing plants are currently too distant from
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South Lakeland to make this viable. Plastic and cardboard kerbside collection
covers 100% of households. (Source: Street Scene)
Measure: By 2019, the amount of residual household waste not sent for reuse,
recycling and composting will have reduced from the current baseline of 511kg per
household


South Lakeland’s residual household waste is sent for reuse rather than to
landfill. The residual waste is processed to provide refuse derived fuel for large
industrial processes. In line with other councils, residual waste includes grey
bin waste, waste from litter bins, street sweepings and other sources. The
tonnage of street sweepings varies significantly each year and therefore
impacts on residual waste totals. The level of residual waste is measured in
kilos of waste per household per year: 2013/14 480kg, 2014/15 470kg, 2015/16
495kg, 2016/17 511kg, 2017/18 468kg and a provisional 469kg for 2018/19.
Grey bin waste on its own has fluctuated from 444kg in 2007/8, 479kg 2009/10,
399kg 2017/18 and down to 389kg for 2018/19. (Source: Street Scene)

Measure: Between 2015 and 2019 the Council will, year on year, have reduced its
operational carbon footprint by 100 tonnes of carbon, from a baseline of 3,162 tonnes.


3.7

For 2017/18 the total for carbon emitted was 2,992 tonnes – a reduction of 170
tonnes from 3,162 tonnes at 31/03/15. Data for 2018/19 will be available during
Quarter Two 2019. As well as reducing emissions the Council prevents 5,500
tonnes of emissions by reusing, recycling and composting nearly all of the
waste collected across the District. (Source: Partnerships and Organisational
Development)

Culture and wellbeing - Measures of success
Measure: By 2019, through collaborative and preventative action, the level of selfreported general health of South Lakeland’s residents will demonstrate an
improvement above the baseline of 70% as reported in the Quality of Life Survey.


The Quality of Life Survey 2017 shows that 72% of residents reported good or
very good health. Data from Quality of Life Survey 2019 will be available for
Quarter Four reporting. (Source: Partnerships and Organisational
Development)

Measure: By 2025, the health inequality gap for residents in South Lakeland’s 18 most
deprived communities will be narrowed resulting in the improved healthy life
expectancy above the national average of 81 years.




Life expectancy from birth for women is 85.0 years (England 83.1 years) and
for men is 82.2 years (England 79.6 years) - all data 2015-17. Life expectancy
has improved consistently for many years (Data source: Public Health England)
Health related quality of life for older people has fluctuated from a score of
0.772 in 2012/13 to a slightly improved score of 0.788 in 2016/17. Annual
results for the previous six years are better than the North West and England.
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Results for 2015 show that in South Lakeland there are 4 Lower Super Output
Areas (LSOA’s) in the 30% most health deprived LSOAs in England. Within
Cumbria only Eden is better with only 1 area in the 30% most deprived. LSOAs
are a set of geographies designed specifically for statistical purposes. LSOAs
have an average population of 1,600 people. (Source: Cumbria Observatory)

Measure: By 2019, the overall level of reported crime will not exceed the 2014/15 level
of 3,425.


3.8

During Quarter One 2017/18 there were 981 crimes, Q2 964, Q3 1,000 and Q4
1,090 – a total of 4,035 crimes for 2017/18. In Q1 2018/19 there were 1,359
crimes reported, Q2 1,248, Q3 1,277, Q4 1371 – a total of 5,255 crimes to date
for 2018/19. For 2019/20 Q1 Crimes totalled 1405. Increases are explained by
Police training on the recording of crimes. (Source: Cumbria Constabulary)

Strategic Risk Register – Appendix 1
All strategic risks in their current stage of development are visible within appendix 1.
There are 6 strategic risks above the Council’s tolerance for risk and these are being
managed effectively. The Strategic Risks have been reviewed in line with risk
management arrangements.
Quarterly Risks Summary
Total number of
risks:

15 risks

New risks:

0 risks

Archived Risks:

0 risks

Risks above
tolerance:

6 risks

Risks below
tolerance:

9 risks

(risks above tolerance are reviewed every quarter)

60% of risks are below tolerance.
(risks below tolerance are reviewed annually at Quarter 4)

4.0

Consultation

4.1

This report details measures of success against each of the priorities within the
Council Plan. These have been consulted on extensively prior to the Plan being
adopted by Full Council.

5.0

Alternative Options

5.1

No alternative options – the purpose of the report is to receive a performance update.
The Council must note successes, monitor progress and take action where
appropriate.
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6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

Reporting measures of success contained within the Council Plan 2014-2019.

6.2

The report is directly linked to the following Council Plan commitment to ensure that
the Council is equipped to provide the best, most cost effective services.

6.3

Details regarding performance monitoring are published in line with the Council’s
current Performance Management Framework.

7.0

Implications

Financial, Resources and Procurement
7.1

There are no financial implications associated with this report. However, strategic
risks can relate to financial issues and are considered as part of the Council’s
Medium Term Financial Plan, budget preparation and monitoring process.

Human Resources
7.2

There are no human resources implications associated with this report.

Legal
7.3

There are no legal implications associated with this report.

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7.4

Have you completed a Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact
Assessment? No

7.5

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons:
Reporting performance has a positive impact on health, social, economic and
environmental needs.

7.6

Summary of health, social, economic and environmental impacts: No negative
impacts.

Equality and Diversity
7.7

Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis? No

7.8

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons:
Reporting performance has a positive impact on equality and diversity needs.

7.9

Summary of equality and diversity impacts: No negative impacts.

Risk
Risk

Consequence

Controls required

For indicators and performance
measures not to be monitored,
corrective action is not identified
early.

Ambitions as set out in the
Council Plan are not
achieved.

Recommendations for
corrective action are
implemented.

Good performance is not
acknowledged.

Poor morale and
performance culture.

Successes are recognised
and celebrated.

Contact Officers
Report Author – John Davies, Performance and Risk Officer, 01539 733333,
rj.davies@southlakeland.gov.uk
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Appendices Attached to this Report
Appendix No.

Name of Appendix

1

Strategic Risk Register

2

Benchmarking 2019/20

Background Documents Available
Name of Background
document

Where it is available

Detailed Performance information
– South Lakeland

South Lakeland Website

Council Plan – South Lakeland

South Lakeland Website

Performance Management
Framework – South Lakeland

South Lakeland Website

Risk Management Arrangements
– South Lakeland

South Lakeland Website

Description of Nearest
Neighbours Model - CIPFA

CIPFA Website

Benchmarking data - Local
Government Association

Local Government Association Website

Economy data - Office for
National Statistics Official Labour
Market Statistics

Office for National Statistics Website

Health data - Public Health
England Public Health Outcomes
Framework

Public Health England Website

Tracking Information
Signed off by
Legal Services
Section 151 Officer
Monitoring Officer
CMT

Date sent
17/05/19
17/05/19
17/05/19
18/07/19

Circulated to
Assistant Director
Human Resources Manager

Date sent
17/05/19
17/05/19

Communications Team

17/05/19

Leader
Committee Chairman
Portfolio Holder
Ward Councillor(s)
Committee
Executive (Cabinet)
Council

16/08/19
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Appendix 1

Strategic Risks Register - Quarter 1, 2019/20
Introduction
Risk Management is an essential element of corporate governance arrangements. The process of risk management allows the Council to identify,
prioritise and mitigate risks which may have a negative effect on services. This is an important and underpinning process which ensures good value for
money and also continuity of services.
Risks are recognised as essential management information and so contribute towards decision making. This document lists all those risks which are
considered as strategic in nature – in other words those risks that could have a wide impact or require senior management control.
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This Strategic Risks Register is reviewed and updated every quarter by Senior Management Team. Risks above the line of tolerance are a priority and
so are reviewed every quarter – whilst those below tolerance are reviewed once a year.
Strategic risks are by their very nature problematic and so can remain on the register for significant periods of time.
Page 2 and 3 of this report explain the risk matrix and layouts used for the risks.
Page 4 provides a Risk ‘Heat Map’ which provides an ‘at a glance’ view of the priority risks – those currently in the blue zone and so above the line of
risk appetite/tolerance.

1
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How to understand the Risk Matrix:
This register contains the full and complete list of the Council’s Strategic Risks. Each risk is plotted on a risk matrix to show degree of likelihood and
impact. The greater the likelihood and impact the higher the priority for management. Those risks which lay above the line of ‘risk appetite’ can be
seen in the blue zone of the matrix. These risks are a priority for management and are reviewed every quarter. Risks below the risk appetite, in the
green zone, are a lower priority and so are reviewed on an annual basis.

High

x

Medium
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Likelihood

Risks positioned in the blue zone of the risk matrix are above
‘risk appetite’ (high priority) and require quarterly mitigation
and management. Mitigation updates are listed for these
risks.

x

Low

Risks positioned in the green zone of the risk
matrix are below ‘risk appetite’ (lower priority)
and require an annual review in Quarter Four.

Very Low

Negligible

Marginal

Serious

Critical

Impact

The next page shows how the information for each risk is presented.

2
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How to understand the layout of each risk in this report

Risk No. & Name
The risk name is a concise and clear title for the risk

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

This risk matrix shows the future
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.
Likelihood

Likelihood

Description
A description of the circumstances which help to generate risk

Target Position of Risk

X
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Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Review Date:
The date when this risk will be
considered and reviewed

X
Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
The date that the risk must reach the
target position – through the completion
of mitigations.

Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

A mitigation is an action which is designed
to reduce or eliminate the risk. The
mitigation can improve the likelihood or
impact of the risk.

A short update on progress made
with the mitigation

The person responsible for
progressing the mitigation

Mitigations should be implemented
by their due dates for the risk to be
improved effectively.

History
of Risk
Improvement

For each risk a history of risk review and improvement is shown:
RISK POSITION IMPROVED ↓ = a risk review indicates that there is now less risk
RISK POSITION INCREASED ↑ = a risk review indicates that there is now more risk
RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ = a risk review indicates that there is the same level of risk
RISK IDENTIFIED ● = a newly identified risk is entered onto this register

Risk Owner

The person with sufficient authority to control this risk

Portfolio

the Portfolio that this risk is relevant to

3
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Risk ‘Heat Map’ - showing the current position of all risks in this report
This matrix provides an ‘at a glance’ view of the priority risks which are positioned in the blue zone and so are above the line of risk
appetite/tolerance. Click on a risk to navigate to the right page.

High

Risk 5

Likelihood
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Medium

Risk 13
Risk 18
Low

Risk 6
Risk 9
Risk 14
Risk 15
Risk 20
Risk 21
Risk 4
Risk 7
Risk 19
Risk 8

Very
Low

Negligible

Marginal

Serious

60% of risks are
positioned in the
green zone - below
the line of ‘risk
appetite’
Risk 16
Risk 17

Critical

Impact

4
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Strategic Risks Register
Risk 1 was archived during quarter 1 2016/17
Risk 2 was archived during quarter 4 2018/19
Risk 3 was archived during quarter 1 2018/19
Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

Likelihood

Affordable housing targets are not met.
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X
Description
There is a risk that the Council may not achieve the Council Plan target: ‘By 2025 we
Impact
will have enabled with the private sector the development of 1,000 new affordable
Green zone: review annually
homes for rent’. The Council will need to enable delivery of new affordable and open
Blue zone: manage quarterly
market housing particularly through private sector led development across the
district. Performance is influenced by New Homes Bonus and Local Government
Review Date
Financing.
Annual – end of March

Likelihood

Risk 4

X
Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date
31/03/20

Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Mitigations are not applicable as risk is below
tolerance

n/a

n/a

n/a

History
This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
of Risk
Q4 2016/17: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change.
Improvement Q1 2017/18: RISK POSITION - This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - This risk will be retained on the register to allow regular monitoring.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that housing performance is on track.
Risk Owner

Director of Customer and Commercial Services

Portfolio

Deputy Leader – Housing and Innovation Portfolio
5
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Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk
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Description
The Council maintains this risk to mitigate as far as possible against the impacts of
welfare reform. Welfare reform is a major element of recent government spending cuts
resulting in significant changes to taxes and benefits - impacting on low-income tenants
and social landlords. With the transfer to Universal Credit there have been widely
reported issues and impacts on claimants across England. Central Government monitor
the impacts of welfare reform and makes mitigating adjustments. Also South Lakeland
District Council has put in place a series of mitigations which seek to reduce impacts –
these mitigations can be seen below.

X

Likelihood

Impact of the Welfare Reform on communities

Likelihood

Risk 5
X

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Review Date
Annual – end of March

Target Date
31/03/20

The current risk position is proportionate in terms of the likelihood and impact across
the whole of South Lakeland. The Council has put in place many mitigations to reduce
poverty and to alleviate against universal credit impacts - the main mitigations are
listed below.
Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Revenues and Benefits has regular ‘Keep in
Touch’ meetings with Department for Work
and Pensions (DWP) and also Citizens Advice
(CAB)

These regular meetings share
intelligence and situational awareness
on any adverse impacts.

Operational Lead Support Services

Regular meetings are in place

Revenues and Benefits ‘Discretionary Housing This payment eases financial pressures
Payment’
for eligible claimants

Operational Lead Support Services

Mitigating payments are in place
for eligible claimants

Council Tax Reduction Scheme

Operational Lead Support Services

Mitigating payments are in place
for eligible claimants

This payment helps to reduce the
financial pressures for eligible

6
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claimants
Building Financial Resilience Group was set up This group meets on a regular basis
by South Lakeland District Council – it is a
and delivers on a poverty reduction
multi agency collaboration to reduce poverty. (financial resilience) action plan.

Operational Lead Support Services

Regular meetings are in place

History
This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
of Risk
Q4 2016/17: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change.
Improvement Q1 2017/18: RISK POSITION - This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - The risk will be retained on the risk register whilst there is a potential for impacts.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - This risk received a special review at the request of Audit Committee. It was felt that the current risk
position was proportionate in terms of the likelihood and impact across the whole of South Lakeland. The Council has put in place many mitigations
to reduce poverty and alleviate against universal credit impacts and these are now listed.
Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Health, Wellbeing and Financial Resilience Portfolio
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Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

Description
Current and future years proposed budget reductions (expenditure and income) are
not achieved. Future year’s budget reductions (expenditure or income) are not
identified. Significant existing income sources are not protected or effectively
managed. Income from Central Government is reduced above the current
assumptions. NDR income assumptions are not achieved. Other key factors are the
Spending Review 2019-2022, Business Rates Retention and the Fair Funding Review.

Likelihood

Medium Term Financial Planning – delivery of a balanced budget

Likelihood

Risk 6
X

X

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Review Date
Quarterly

Target Date
Annual – end of March
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Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

MTFP assumptions are reviewed, updated and Mitigation is in place and on track
reported on a quarterly basis

Finance Lead Specialist

Each quarter

Options to resolve any issues are provided to
the Cabinet each quarter

Finance Lead Specialist

Each quarter

Mitigation is in place and on track

History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk
02/08/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates that no change is required to the position of this risk on the risk matrices.
Improvement Q2 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change to risk position.
Q3 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates that the risk position remains unchanged.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that the level of risk remains the same.
Q1 2019/20: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that the level of risk remains the same.
Risk Owner

Finance Lead Specialist

Portfolio

Finance and Resources Portfolio

8
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Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

X
Description
The Council is required to have effective information governance procedures. It will
Impact
be necessary to manage corporate information by implementing processes, roles and
Green zone: review annually
controls - including GDPR and the Data Protection and Information Security Policies.
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Back to ‘Heat Map’

Review Date
Annual

Likelihood

Information Management is not effective

Likelihood

Risk 7
X

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date
31/12/19
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Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Continue to reinforce key standards and
policies via regular communication. Ensure
Managers are appropriately trained and
requirements are clearly set out in Job
Descriptions and reinforced via appraisals.
Ensure Internal Audit findings are acted on in
a timely manner.

Update 27/03/19: Training schedule
designed and on target to be
delivered in line with Audit for end
of Dec 2019.

Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist

31/12/19

Clear and ongoing communications to staff to
reinforce policies and protocols. Regular
review and monitoring of arrangements
across services by Operational Managers
supported by Information Security/
Governance Teams in Policy & Partnerships
and ICT.

Update 27/03/19: Training schedule
designed and on target to be
delivered in line with Audit for end
of Dec 2019.

Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist

31/12/19

The Information Governance (IG) Framework
was approved by Cabinet on 16 September
2015 and provides the structure to govern

This mitigation updated 27/03/19.

Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist

31/12/19

In order to implement the
9
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how the Council captures, creates, accesses,
secures, manages and shares its information
both internally and externally. In line with
Customer Connect Programme, the Council
had to its approach to information
governance.

Information Governance Framework
it is proposed that a learning
package deliverable is created.
It is proposed that the learning
package deliverable will be 100% elearning. Scope will be provided to
design and develop workbooks for
those members of staff without
access to ICT equipment.
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History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk
Q4 2016/17: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change.
Improvement Q1 2017/18: RISK POSITION - This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
Q3 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Mitigation due dates updated in line with Information Governance Board Highlights Report
14/12/17. This risk is remains within risk tolerance.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - review indicates no change at this time, relevant mitigations are in place.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates no change.
Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Deputy Leader – Housing and Innovation Portfolio
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Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

Description
Infrastructure is required to support businesses and housing development objectives.
The Council will need to implement the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) to
provide funding stream for infrastructure delivery. There will need to be protocols for
CIL Governance and an up to date Infrastructure Delivery Plan.
Due to the impacts of Storm Desmond there may be implications associated with
future flood resilience measures and infrastructure repairs.

Likelihood

The infrastructure required to deliver the Council Plan priorities is
not provided.

Likelihood

Risk 8

X
Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

X
Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Review Date
Annual – end of March

Target Date
31/03/20
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Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Annual update of Infrastructure Delivery Plan. Review largely complete to be
reported to Cabinet.
Update 21/12/16: approach to
meeting education needs in Kendal
being worked up by Cumbria County
Council. Infrastructure Delivery Plan
will be reported to Cabinet in March
2017.
Update 04/04/17: extra time
required for education aspect due
date extended to 31/05/17

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Strategy Lead Specalist

01/12/16
Amended to 31/05/17
Completed 13/09/17

Completed. Updated Infrastructure
Delivery Plan reported to Cabinet on
11
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September 13th. Significant progress
on infrastructure delivery including:
• Kendal highways and transport
improvements (£3.4m)
• Ulverston junction improvements
(£4.5m) including access to Lightburn
Road employment site through Blue
Light Hub.
• Swarthmoor roundabout funding is
close to being finailsed to enable
housing development at Swarthmoor
and Croftlands.
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Development of protocols for CIL Governance. To be reported to Cabinet
Update 21/12/16: CIL Governance
Protocols will be reported with
Infrastructure Delivery Plan to
Cabinet in March 2017.
Update 04/04/17: extra time
required for education aspect due
date extended to 31/05/17

Strategy Lead Specalist

01/12/16
Amended to 31/05/17
Completed 13/09/17

Completed. CIL Governance
arrangements approved by Cabinet
on September 13th.
CIL Review proposed as part of Development
Management Policies process.

To be undertaken when draft
Strategy Lead Specalist
Development Management policies
are consulted upon in Autumn 2016.
Update 21/12/16: Viability study
scheduled for mid 2017 – will update
viability position in relation to
affordable housing, CIL and impact of
Development Management policies.

01/03/18
Completed
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Update 04/04/17: Viability study
Commisioned.
Update 13/03/18: Viability study
completed.
History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk
Q4 2016/17: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change. There has been positive progress and further collaboration with
Improvement partners on infrastructure needs is required.
Q1 2017/18: RISK POSITION - This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Updated evidence, in support of the new development management policies, on viability has
concluded that development can support current levels of CIL. The results of examination will inform the future position of this risk.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION IMPROVED ↓ - Review indicates that this risk has reduced in terms of likelihood due to greater certainty and
confidence in meeting infrastructure requirements.
Risk Owner

Strategy Lead Specialist

Portfolio

Deputy Leader – Housing and Innovation Portfolio
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Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk
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Description
Where necessary robust agreements will be needed. Also opportunities and resource
implications should be identified. Partnerships will need to work supportively to
achieve Council Plan objectives.
The introduction of NHS STP’s and the movement of South Cumbria CCG’s into
Lancashire/Morecambe Bay in April 2017 required new strategic partnerships to be
formed with these groups to ensure SLDC and its communities gain maximum benefit
from any changes. This risk applies to all our strategic partnerships, such as the Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP), CCC, LDNPA and Morecambe Bay Economic Partnership
as examples. The risk is not specific to any one initiative or approach from partner
organisations, rather the strategic direction and policies that they take and make, and
their correlation to SLDC achieving its aims and objectives through its Council Plan.

X

Likelihood

Essential strategic partnerships required to deliver the Council Plan
do not operate effectively.

Likelihood

Risk 9
X

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Review Date
Annual – end of March

Target Date
31/03/20

Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Monitor resource, cost and reputational
No cost implications to the council in
impact with established strategic partnerships maintaining partnerships

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Chief Executive

31/03/19 annual review

History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk
Q2 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates no change to position of risk. Officer representation on the Morecambe Bay
Improvement CCG has now been offered and accepted. Meeting held with Northern Powerhouse Minister 27/09/18 - Morecambe Bay Prospectus discussed and
future meetings agreed with Government departments.
Q3 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates that the position of risk remains unchanged. Further discussions ongoing
across Morecambe Bay on economic initiative and health. Await outcome of County Council unitary debate in December 2018 to see if more
collaborative partnership is envisiaged going forward.
14
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Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that the position of this risk remains the same. Morecambe Bay discussions are
ongoing although Health partners less so. Improved discussions with CCC over the last few months.
Q1 2019/20: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that the position of this risk remains the same. SLDC continues to improve
collaborative working throuout Cumbria local authorities, though new relations are needed following the May 2019 elections. SLDC has now
connected with the relevant Morecambe Bay Health partners and work is underway to identify key areas of working. The Morecambe Bay Three
Authority partnerships continues to develop within the North West and Government.
Risk Owner

Chief Executive

Portfolio

Leader – Promoting South Lakeland
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Risk 10 was archived during quarter 1 2016/17
Risk 11 was archived during quarter 1 2016/17
Risk 12 was archived during quarter 4 2018/19
Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

Likelihood

Impact of new projects and initiatives on existing Council Plan
priorities

x

Likelihood

Risk 13
x
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Description of risk
There is a risk that new projects and initiatives take the resources required by other
projects and initiatives currently in the programme.

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Back to ‘Heat Map’

Next Review Date
Annual – end of March

Target Date
31/03/20

Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Ensure that potential new projects and
initiatives are subject to a pre-assessment
which measures their priority

Completed and ongoing
requirement.
Update 10/11/16: Reinforce the
assessment and prioritisation of new
projects – review in six months.
Update 18/01/18: the assessment
and prioritaisation of projects is an
ongoing requirement.

Director of Strategy, Innovation and
Resources

Ongoing requirement

History
of Risk

For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
Q4 2016/17: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change.
16
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Improvement Q1 2017/18: RISK POSITION - This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
Q2 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates no change however to be reviewed at quarter three subject to prioritisation
of resources.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION IMPROVED ↓ - Review indicates that likelihood is low with existing controls. Controls will continue to be applied
including prioritisation against Strategic Projects Log.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains the same.
Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Deputy Leader – Housing and Innovation Portfolio
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Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

x

Description of risk
New efficiencies and changes brought about by one service or another organisation
Impact
can have unintended negative impacts on the efficiency and running of another
Green zone: review annually
service – especially if proposals are not consulted on until to late in the process. These
Blue zone: manage quarterly
impacts can increase the cost of running other services. The position of this risk is also
influenced by Risk 15 Customer Connect Programme.
Next Review Date
Quarterly
Back to ‘Heat Map’

Likelihood

Unintended impacts of efficiencies and service changes

Likelihood

Risk 14
x

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date
31/03/20
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Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

This risk is managed via the Service Planning
and Budgeting processes.

Completed

Director of Strategy, Innovation and
Resources
Lead Specialists

Mitigations in place within
existing Service Planning and
Budgeting processes.

Promote early discussions on potential change New mitigation on 10/11/16
with external parties
06/07/17: Mitigations underway and
ongoing

Director of Strategy, Innovation and
Resources

In place and ongoing requirement

Customer Connect mitigations

Director of Strategy, Innovation and
Resources

Please refer to Risk 15 Customer
Connect Programme for key due
dates.

The programme is being managed
via the Programme Board to deliver
year 1 and 2 of the programme.
Please refer to Risk 15 Customer
Connect Programme for progress.

History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk
Q1 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change. Mitigations are in progress.
Improvement Q2 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change – this risk is linked to ‘Risk 15: Customer Connect’.
Q3 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates no change due to period of organisational change and ongoing partnership
18
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discussions.
Q1 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates no change for the reasons listed previously at Q4 2017/18. Target date reviewed
and set to 31/03/2019.
Q2 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates no change to position of risk.
Q3 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - The position of this risk remains unchanged during organisational change.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that risk remains unchanged during organisational change.
Q1 2019/20: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that risk remains unchanged during organisational change.
Risk Owner

Director of Customer and Commercial Services

Portfolio

Deputy Leader – Housing and Innovation Portfolio
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Risk 15
Customer Connect Programme

Likelihood

Description
The programme fails to deliver what’s set out in the programme definition and
X
customer contact strategy.
Customer Connect is a challenging programme that requires significant change
to ways of working for staff across the Council. The Programme Board manages
Impact
the Customer Connect Risk Log on a regular basis. Mitigations are in place for
Green zone: review annually
the risks and the main challenges to the programme are: Scope and Ambition,
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Staff resources and capacity, Skills and Workforce Planning, Buy in from
Review Date:
Customers and Training and development for staff and Councillors.
Each quarter

Target Position of Risk

This risk matrix shows the desired
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.
Likelihood

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

X

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
31/03/20
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Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

The programme is being managed via the
Programme Board with resources
identified to deliver year 1 and 2 of the
programme.

Financial resources are set aside
for the programme, but there is a
requirement to identify all the
staff needed over the next two
years to support the projects

Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist

01/07/2017
Completed

Update 07/06/17: In May 2017
membership of the Programme
Boards was revised and updated
to reflect the additional roles
required to deliver the various
projects within the programme.
Update 05/06/18: An external
20
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partner is providing assurance to
the programme using experience
gained from similar
transformation programmes.
Update: 05/07/18: Revised
business case to be considered by
Cabinet on 18/07/18 and Council
on 24/07/18. This sets out a
number of risks which will be
managed as part of the
programme.
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Update: 26/09/18: Business Case
approved and implementation
underway. Significant progress in
all workstream areas. Staff
appointed to programme roles.
Programme Board meets weekly.
Audit Committee reciving regular
reports. Management Structure
agreed at Council on 10/10/18.
There is a risk log for the programme. This
is shared with the Audit Committee on a
quarterly basis.

SMT have ownership of all the
risks and identified mitigations completed.

Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist

15/04/2018
Completed

All risks on the Customer Connect risk log
were updated during April 2018. The risks
are reviewed at each Board meeting and
are managed accordingly.

All risks above the line are being
managed and have mitigations in
place to reduce the likelihood.
The Senior Responsible Owner
has taken direct responsibility for
managing the partnership
arrangements with Eden.

Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist

Reviewed weekly by the Programme
Board
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History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk Improvement Q1 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates no change. Mitigations updated.
Q2 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates no change. Mitigations updated on 26/09/18.
Q3 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates no change.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains unchanged.
Q1 2019/20: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains unchanged.
Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Deputy Leader – Housing and Innovation Portfolio
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Description
Management of waste collection vehicle manoeuvres on recycling and waste
collection rounds.
There are many practical and advanced technological safety precautions in
place including the following:
Waste collection rounds have risk assessments and safe systems of work in
place.
All drivers and crews have been trained.
All rounds are monitored to ensure that safe systems are adhered to.
Vehicles have advanced technologies fitted e.g. reversing CCTV and
sophisticated radar to assist the driver and crews manoeuvre safely

x

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Review Date:
Annual – end of March

Target Position of Risk

This risk matrix shows the desired
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.
Likelihood

Waste Collection – Reversing Manoeuvres

Likelihood

Risk 16

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

X

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
Target met

Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Maintain and keep up to date the Safe
System of Work, inspections and the
utilisation of risk reducing technologies.

In progress and reviewed by the
Street Scene Health and Safety
Working Group on a quarterly
basis

Operational Lead Delivery and
Commercial Services

Ongoing requirement

Commission specialist support to assist in
the completion of a further review of
vehicle movements including reversing on
private drives, private roadways and
narrow access highways

Update 17/11/16: Support
commissioned and interim report
received. Considering key actions
for the service within operational
health and safety plans.
Completed.

Operational Lead Delivery and
Commercial Services

31/12/16
Completed.
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Specific Action plan has been
developed to implement the
findings of the review. High
Priority Areas have been
identified and the
implementation of necessary
changes commenced and planned
for completion by amended due
date of 31/12/17.
Completed.

Operational Lead Delivery and
Commercial Services

31/12/17
Completed.

Implement the lower priority findings of
the above review

Planned for completion by
31/12/17.
Update 15/01/18: lower priority
findings will now be completed by
31/03/18.
Update 13/03/18: Now complete.
There will be an ongoing review
of all manoeuvres as part of
business as usual arrangements.

Operational Lead Delivery and
Commercial Services

13/03/18
Completed
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Implement the priority findings of the
above review

History
of Risk
Improvement

For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.

Risk Owner

Director of Customer and Commercial Services

Q2 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates no change – work is in progress.
Q3 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - All Ulverston rounds have been assessed and mitigating measures introduced. Results have
been provided to the Health and Safety Committee 15th January 2018. Some lower priority areas remain pending with completion expected
before end March 2018. Risk position remains the same until all reversing manoeuvres are assessed and mitigating measures have been
implemented as required.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION IMPROVED - ↓ - Review indicates that risk has been reduced to the target position due to completed mitigations.
Decision made not to archive risk in order to maintain awareness.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains the same in terms of likelihood and impact.
Portfolio

Health, Wellbeing and Financial Resilience Portfolio
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Cyber Security incident
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Description
There have been many high profile examples of cyber security breaches across
the World and in the UK recently. The Council has effective security in place to
protect data and deliver services - however threats are becoming ever more
sophisticated and organisations need to be one step ahead. Cyber-attacks can
cross international boundaries and may be initiated by organised criminal
groups, lone individuals or be state sponsored. Cyber criminals are broadening
their efforts towards UK citizens, organisations and institutions. Terrorists are
conducting low-level attacks and aspire to carry out more significant acts.
Examples of threats are Botnets, Distributed denial-of-service, Hacking,
Malware, Pharming, Phishing, Ransomware and Spam.

x

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Review Date:
Annual – end of March

Target Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the desired
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.

Likelihood

Risk 17

Likelihood

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

x
Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
31/03/20

Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Cyber security actions within the ICT Risk
Register

Cyber security actions are on
track

Digital Lead Specialist

In line with cyber security due dates

Review of Insurance

Mitigation added 12/10/17
Update 15/01/18: Predicted
complete by 31/01/18 for
insurance renewal deadline.

Finance Lead Specialist

31/12/17
Completed

History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk
RISK IDENTIFIED ● = Audit Committee of 26/07/17 suggested that the Information management risks should be split to create this separate risk
Improvement for Cyber Security. Agreed on 08/08/17 by the Monitoring Officer.
Q2 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates likelihood very low and impact critical. Additional insurance mitigation
added. ICT maintains up to date software patches. Staff have guidance on how to keep IT Networks Secure and what to do if a virus or malware is
25
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suspected.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - The risk remains very low. ICT continue to maintain security related Microsoft updates, virus
software updates and follow industry best practice. Business Continuity arrangements are strengthened.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains at very low likelihood
Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Deputy Leader – Housing and Innovation Portfolio
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Description
China has made a decision to receive only very low contaminated recycled
waste. As a consequence there will be very large quantities of waste across
the UK and other international countries that will not be eligible for sending
to China. Without an alternative outlet for large quantities of contaminated
recyclable waste the market value of this waste will fall significantly. South
Lakeland District Council’s waste collection approach is to separate
recyclables in a way that mitigates against contamination and maintains a
high quality product so may be less affected by new policy from China. The
advantageous position that South Lakeland has is confirmed in a recent
APSE report. However the income provided from waste recycling is
significant and would have a large impact on services should it be reduced
drastically.

Target Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the desired
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.

Likelihood

Potential reduction in income from the disposal of
recyclable materials as a consequence of market changes

Likelihood

Risk 18

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

x

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Review Date:
Annual – end of March

X
Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
31/03/20

Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

The Council already has legally
compliant, waste recycling processes in
place that minimise contamination.

Complete and in place

Director of Customer and Commercial
Services

Complete and in place

The Council continues to maintain a high
profile message to residents to avoid
contamination of recyclable materials
placed out for collection.

Ongoing

Operational Lead Delivery and
Commercial Services

Ongoing
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History
of Risk
Improvement

13/03/18: RISK IDENTIFIED ● = This risk identified by Assistant Director Neighbourhood Services and Community and Leisure Manager. Risk
prepared for escalation from operational level to Senior Management Team and approved for inclusion on the Strategic Risks Register.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains the same due to the lowered market value of waste.

Risk Owner

Director of Customer and Commercial Services

Portfolio

Climate Emergency and Localism Portfolio
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Description
Flu Pandemic is listed with the top three risks and rated ‘Very High’ in the
Cumbria Community Risk Register. This is because the new virus would be
an unknown quantity - therefore people will have no immunity and
effective antivirals may not be available for six months. In addition to this all
services will be affected by staff absences at a time when demand will
increase on services.

x

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Review Date:
Annual – end of March

Target Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the desired
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.

Likelihood

Business Continuity: Flu Pandemic - Loss of people, skills
and supply chain disruption

Likelihood

Risk 19

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

x

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
31/03/20
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Planning assumptions for the reasonable worst case scenario:
 Clinical attack rates of up to 50% of the population in total, spread
over one or more waves each of around 12 – 15 weeks. Peak clinical
attack rate Locally, 10% - 12% of population per week
 Small teams within larger organisations should plan for 30-35%
absenteeism in addition to usual absenteeism levels on any given
day.
Staff will be absent from work if:
 They are ill with flu.
 They need to care for dependants who are ill with flu
 They need to care for children due to school closures
 They have non-flu medical problems
 Their employers have advised them to stay away from work
 This may be unevenly distributed throughout organisations
 They will require time for dealing with personal bereavements with
an increase in compassionate leave and stress
 They fear becoming ill
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Impact:
Absenteeism levels in small teams within Large Organisations at 30-35%.
Flu Pandemic would place an unprecedented demand on local authorities,
Police, Coroner and undertakers. It is likely that schools would be closed
causing further absences from work. It is highly likely that mutual aid would
be difficult. All the above issues and many more were highlighted during the
multi-agency Cumbria Flu Pandemic Exercise on 03/07/2018. Business
Continuity was highlighted as key for meeting statutory obligations. A
number of effective Business Continuity mitigations are in place.
Back to ‘Heat Map’
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Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Capture and implement the
recommendations and mitigations
identified within the Cumbria Flu
Pandemic Exercise report.

Awaiting Cumbria Flu Pandemic
Exercise report.
Report now available with
recommedations.

Strategy Lead Specialist

Implement by 31/03/20

Benchmark with Cabinet Office ‘Flu
pandemic Checklist for businesses’ and
include actions within Business
Continuity Plans where necessary.

Benchmarking with checklist
completed.

Strategy Lead Specialist

Necessary actions included in Business
Continuity Plans – completed. Internal
Audit result of ‘Substantial Assurance’
for Business Continuity.

History
of Risk
Improvement

13/03/18: RISK IDENTIFIED ● = This risk identified following Cumbria Flu Pandemic Exercise 3rd July 2018. Escalation agreed to the Strategic
Risk Register. Risk reviewed on 16/08/18 as below risk appetite with Likelihood Low and Impact Serious.
27/09/18: Mitigations improved and updated. October 2018: Internal Audit result of ‘Substantial Assurance’ for Business Continuity.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains at Likelihood Low and Impact Serious.

Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Leader – Promoting South Lakeland
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x
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Description
There is a business continuity risk that vacancies are not adequately filled for
Impact
roles that are critical – ie those roles which are essential for the running of Green zone: review annually
the organisation and for meeting the health and welfare needs of the public. Blue zone: manage quarterly
Also there will be an impact on the business while staff are moving through
transition from the current ways of working to learn new processes,
behaviours etc.
Review Date:
Quarterly
Impact
A loss of staff and skills has the potential to impact on the organisation and
the public – especially the public who may be vulnerable due to their
dependence on vital services.

Target Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the desired
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.

Likelihood

Capacity for Business as Usual during the transition to the
new organisational model.

Likelihood

Risk 20

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

X

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
31/03/20

Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Transition Planning to mitigate against
the impact of BAU failing or reducing
performance while staff are moving to
new ways of working.

Change management plan,
BCM business critical plan

Director of Strategy, Innovation and
Resources.
Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist.

February 2019

Culture Change and learning & Skill
development planning to mitigate the
loss of skills and knowledge.

Learning & Development Plan
Skills analysis
Change management Plan

Director of Strategy, Innovation and
Resources.
Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist.

February 2019

History
of Risk

02/11/2018: RISK IDENTIFIED ● = This risk identified by Partnerships and Organisational Development. Risk prepared for Senior
Management Team for consideration for inclusion on the Strategic Risks Register for Q3 reporting.
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Improvement

Q3 2018/19: Risk approved by Senior Management Team for inclusion on Strategic Risk Register.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains at the same level.
Q1 2019/20: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains unchanged.

Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Deputy Leader – Housing and Innovation Portfolio
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Likelihood

Accountable Body for large value schemes

x

Description
SLDC is acting as ‘Accountable Body’ for large value grant aided schemes. In
simple terms the Council acts as “the bank” for grant monies - making
Impact
payments to scheme deliverers. Robust governance, project appraisal,
Green zone: review annually
decision making - and clarity over responsibilities and accountabilities will
Blue zone: manage quarterly
manage and mitigate risks.
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Impact
Review Date:
Lack of adequate governance arrangements for the accountable body role
Quarterly
could lead to a reduction, suspension or withholding of grant; or require the
repayment of the whole or part of the grant. The current capital programme
contains approximately £5.3M of such schemes with a possible £1.8M of
further schemes proposed.

Target Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the desired
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.

Likelihood

Risk 21

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

x

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
Prior to project spend

Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Robust arrangements for governance,
decision making and clarity on
responsibilities and accountabilities in
accordance with SLDC Project
Management Toolkit

ERDF: Cabinet has approved
SLDC involvement and Council
has approved the capital
programme.

Operational Lead Specialist Services

Before commencement of project spend

Partnership Agreement between
partners and the Council as Accountable
Body, setting out the respective roles,
duties and responsibilities. It will include
how the costs of fulfilling the role and

ERDF: drafted
Others: tbc

Operational Lead Specialist Services

Before commencement of project spend
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how the Council will be indemnified in
respect of legal claims, losses; reliance
on external advisors.
Ensure a monitoring process to identify
possible weaknesses or risks in the
operation of projects and provide for
corrective action to be taken. Each
material scheme to be included in
Operational Risk Registers and
monitored accordingly.

Operational Lead Specialist Services

During project and until full recovery of
costs from grant body - and external
audit where required.

Use of internal audit to ensure evidence To be included in consideration
in accordance with document retention of risk based audit
requirements and ensure that local grant
recipients retain original evidence.

Finance Lead Specialist

Annually for April Audit Committee
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History
of Risk
Improvement

28/11/2018: RISK IDENTIFIED ● = This risk identified by Finance and prepared for Senior Management Team for consideration for inclusion
on the Strategic Risks Register for Q3 reporting.
Q3 2018/19: Risk approved by Senior Management Team for inclusion on Strategic Risk Register.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that the current risk position remains the same.
Q1 2019/20: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that the current risk position remains unchanged.

Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Finance and Resources Portfolio
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South Lakeland District Council
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Friday 16 Aug 2019
Council Plan Performance Monitoring, Quarter 1 2019/20
Benchmarking 2019/20
This document contains benchmarking information for Quarter One 2019/20
supplementing the Council Plan Performance Monitoring report for the same period.
This benchmarking information shows how the council compares with similar
councils across the UK. All this information is publicly available at Local
Government Association and Public Health England.
Similar councils are the CIPFA ‘nearest neighbour’ models for South Lakeland.
CIPFA is the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy.
The information has been updated to show the latest results.
The graphs are visually effective for comparative purposes.

CONTACT OFFICER

Report Author - John Davies, Case Worker, 01539 793263,
rj.davies@southlakeland.gov.uk
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Residual household waste per household in South Lakeland
Residual household waste per household - This is the number of kilograms of residual household waste
collected per household. Residual waste is any collected household waste that is not sent for reuse, recycling or
composting. This was previously reported as NI 191.
Source name: Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
Collection name: Municipal Waste Management Statistics
Polarity: Low is good
Link to latest data
Commentary:
South Lakeland’s residual household waste is sent for reuse rather than to landfill. The residual waste is
processed to provide refuse derived fuel for large industrial processes. In line with other councils residual waste
includes grey bin waste, waste from litter bins, street sweepings and other sources. The tonnage of street
sweepings varies significantly each year and therefore impacts on residual waste totals. The level of residual
waste is measured in kilos of waste per household per year with a provisional 468.8kg for 2018/19.
Plastic and card collections have reduced residual waste tonnage in 2018/19 to a provisional 468.8kg per
household. This is the joint lowest level of residual waste per household for at least 6 years.
Period
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
2018/19

Residual household waste
480kg
470kg
495kg
511kg
468kg
468.8kg

SLDC = 468.8kg in 2018/19
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Median gross weekly pay of employees working in the area (work
base) in South Lakeland
Median gross weekly pay of employees working in the area (work base) - Several measures of earnings are
available. The one used here, as the most appropriate indicator of average earnings, is median gross weekly
pay of full-time employees on a workplace basis. This measure is taken from the Annual Survey of Hours and
Earnings (ASHE). This was previously reported as NI 166.
Source name: Nomis
Collection name: annual survey of hours and earnings - resident analysis
Polarity: High is good
Link to latest data

Commentary: The latest data shows that in South Lakeland people who work here earn £501.20 per week
compared to an average of £523.10 across 15 similar councils.
Period
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Median gross weekly pay – location of work
£421.40
£449.00
£484.20
£478.40
£501.20
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Median gross weekly pay of employees by residence (resident
base) in South Lakeland
Median gross weekly pay of employees by residence (resident base) - Several measures of earnings are
available. These figures show the median gross weekly pay for full time employees living in the area who are on
adults rates of pay and whose pay was not affected by absence. Figures for earnings come from the Annual
Survey of Hours and Earnings (ASHE) which is based on a 1 per cent sample of employees, information on
whose earnings and hours is obtained from employers. The survey does not cover people who are selfemployed. Information relates to a pay period in April. The earnings information collected relates to gross pay
before tax, national insurance or other deductions, and excludes payments in kind (i.e. payment made in the
form of goods and services rather than cash). It is restricted to earnings relating to the survey pay period and so
excludes payments of arrears from another period made during the survey period; any payments due as a
result of a pay settlement but not yet paid at the time of the survey will also be excluded.
Source name: Nomis
Collection name: annual survey of hours and earnings - resident analysis
Polarity: High is good
Link to latest data

Commentary: The latest data shows that in South Lakeland people who live here but do not necessarily work
here earn £570.80 per week compared to £542.80 across 15 similar councils.
Period
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Median gross weekly pay – location of residence
£493.80
£519.40
£544.10
£536.90
£570.80
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Percentage of adults smoking (annual) in South Lakeland
Percentage of adults smoking (annual) - This indicator shows the prevalence of smoking, as a percentage of
the adult resident population (aged 18 and over). These estimates are modelled and should, therefore, be used
and interpreted with caution and not used to measure performance or change over time.
Source name: Public Health England
Collection name: Local Health
Polarity: Low is good
Link to latest data

Commentary: The latest data from Public Health England shows that the percentage of adults smoking in
South Lakeland has reduced to 9.4% for 2017 and is significantly better than NW Regional or England levels.
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Rate of hospital admissions per 100,000 for alcohol related harm in
South Lakeland
Rate of hospital admissions per 100,000 for alcohol related harm - This indicator measures the rate of alcohol
related admissions per 100,000 population using Hospital Episode Statistics (HES). This indicator was
previously reported as NI 039.
Source name: North West Health Observatory
Collection name: Hospital Episode Statistics
Polarity: Low is good
Link to latest data

Commentary: The latest data shows that the number of alcohol related hospital admissions for Q1 2017/18 for
South Lakeland were 424 compared with 465 for 15 other similar councils.

Period
2015/16 Q2
2015/16 Q3
2015/16 Q4
2016/17 Q1
2016/17 Q2
2016/17 Q3
2016/17 Q4
2017/18 Q1

South Lakeland
Average for CIPFA nearest neighbours
431
427
400
447
429
424
431
424

464
462
446
452
470
459
456
465
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Additional affordable homes provided as a percentage of all net
additional homes in South Lakeland
Additional affordable homes provided as a percentage of all net additional homes - This has been derived
based on net additional homes provided and the number of affordable homes delivered. This expresses a
simple count of affordable housing units provided - newly built, including gains from conversions such as
subdivision, or acquired, as a percentage of the net increase in overall dwelling stock over one year, calculated
as the sum of new build completions, minus demolitions, plus any gains or losses through change of use and
conversions. This should be considered alongside the actual numbers reported for affordable dwellings and
overall new dwellings, however as these are given as absolute values for each area care should be taken when
drawing any comparisons with other areas.
Source name: Communities and Local Government
Collection name: Additional affordable dwellings provided by local authority area (by location LA)
Polarity: No polarity
Link to latest data

Commentary: The data in the table shows that for several years the percentage of affordable homes provided
in South Lakeland compares very favourably with the average for 15 other similar councils. Also since
01/01/2014 (includes Q4 2018/19) a total of 464 new affordable homes for rent have been completed and
means that the Council is on target to deliver the 1,000 new affordable homes for rent by 2025.
Period
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18

% of net affordable homes in South Lakeland
27%
30%
63%
21%
33%
21%

Average for CIPFA nearest neighbours
34%
36%
37%
16%
20%
21%
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Processing of planning applications - major - Annual in South
Lakeland
Processing of planning applications - major - Annual - This is the percentage of major planning applications
determined in a timely manner. A timely manner is defined as within 13 weeks for major applications. This was
previously reported as NI 157a. Whilst this indicator focuses on major applications, data is also available broken
down by county matter, minor and other applications.
Source name: Communities and Local Government
Collection name: Development Control statistics
Polarity: High is good
Link to latest data

Commentary: For 2018 South Lakeland determined 83% of major planning applications within 13 weeks significantly better than the target of 60% within the 13 week period.
Latest data in Table P132 on Gov.Uk website
SLDC Trend
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
2018 (source Gov.uk)

% within 13 week target
79%
84%
65%
83%
77%
83%
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Processing of planning applications - minor applications - Annual in
South Lakeland
Processing of planning applications - minor applications - Annual - This is the percentage of minor planning
applications determined in a timely manner. A timely manner is defined as within 8 weeks for minor
applications. This was previously reported as NI 157b.Whilst this indicator focuses on minor applications, data
is also available broken down by county matter, major and other applications.
Source name: Communities and Local Government
Collection name: Development Control statistics
Polarity: High is good
Link to latest data

Commentary: For 2018 South Lakeland determined 75% of minor planning applications within 8 weeks significantly better than the target of 65% within the 8 week period.
Latest data in Table P132 on Gov.Uk website
SLDC Trend
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
2018 (source Gov.uk)

% within 8 week target
41%
71%
78%
80%
78%
75%
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Processing of planning applications - other applications - Annual in
South Lakeland
Processing of planning applications - other applications - Annual - This is the percentage of 'other' planning
applications determined in a timely manner. A timely manner is defined as within 8 weeks for 'other'
applications. This was previously reported as NI 157c.Whilst this indicator focuses on 'other' applications, data
is also available broken down by county matter, major and minor applications.
Source name: Communities and Local Government
Collection name: Development Control statistics
Polarity: High is good
Link to latest data
Commentary: For 2018 South Lakeland determined 84% of ‘other’ planning applications within 8 weeks significantly better than the target of 65% within the 8 week period.
Latest data in Table P132 on Gov.Uk website
SLDC Trend
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
2018 (source Gov.uk

% within 8 week target
59%
86%
84%
89%
90%
84%

10
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Rate of adults, aged 16+, who have taken part in sport and
physical activity at least twice in the last 28 days in South Lakeland
Rate of adults (aged 16+) who have taken part in sport and physical activity at least twice in the last 28 days This indicator is measured as the equivalent of 30 minutes activity at least twice in 28 days. Each session must
last at least 10 minutes and be of at least moderate intensity. An individual can reach the minimum threshold by
a combination of two 30 minutes sessions across the last 28 days or by six 10 minute sessions, for example.
This is measured for all activities including sports, fitness, dance, cycling and walking (including for travel). Data
is sourced from November release
Source name: Sport England
Collection name: Active Lives Survey
Polarity: High is good
Link to latest data
Commentary: The latest data shows that South Lakeland has better than average physical activity when
compared to similar councils. Also the level of self-reported good general health of surveyed South Lakeland
residents in 2017 was 70% as reported in the Quality of Life Survey. Data from the Public Health Outcomes
website shows that the average health status score for adults aged 65 is consistently higher at 0.788 when
compared with England at 0.735.

Period

South Lakeland

Average for CIPFA nearest neighbours

2016

82.4%

80.9%

2017

81.3%

81.0%

11
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Item No.9
South Lakeland District Council
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Friday, 16 August 2019
Cabinet 11 September 2019
Council 9 October 2019

Corporate Financial Monitoring Quarter 1, 2019/20
Portfolio:

Andrew Jarvis - Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder

Report from:

Helen Smith – Finance Lead Specialist and Section 151 Officer

Report Author:

Claire Read – Finance Specialist

Wards:

(All Wards)

Forward Plan:

Not Applicable

1.0

Expected Outcome

1.1

It is expected that Members note the projected year end position based on
performance to the end of Quarter 1 2019/20 and officers planned actions to ensure
a balanced budget by the end of the financial year.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

It is recommended that Overview and Scrutiny Committee note the contents of
the report;

2.2

It is recommended that Cabinet note the contents of the report;

2.3

It is recommended that Council note the contents of the report.

3.0

Background and Proposals

3.0.1 As a result of the new leadership structure from April 2019 the finance team have split
and re-allocated the budgets approved in February 2019 to the new Operational Leads
and Lead Specialists. In some cases it is expected that elements of existing budgets
will be split between two or more lead officers in the future but for simplicity a single
lead officer is responsible for the budget for now.
Salary budgets have been split into the new structure, but the remainder of the
departmental costs relating to Phase 1 of Customer Connect have not yet been split
and all departmental costs relating to Phase 2 have remained unchanged. There will
be further splitting and re-combining of budgets during the remainder of this financial
year.
3.0.2 Revenue – Appendix 1 sets out the revenue variances to date. The approved net
revenue budget for 2019/20 set by Council in February 2019 was £14m which included
a Customer Connect savings target of £740k and a vacancy factor savings target of
£593k. Additionally, carry forward requests of £510k were approved by Cabinet on the
24 April 2019. Expenditure budgets have been increased in accordance with those
approved carry forwards along with the matching funding from reserves.
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Overall, at the end of quarter 1, budget monitoring has identified a forecast year-end
overspend of £262k but, of course, it is still very early in the financial year. At the same
time in 2018/19 we were predicting an overspend of £132k and went on to achieve a
£9k underspend at outturn.
Trends identified in these budget monitoring results will be fed into the 2020/21 budget
setting process.
3.0.3 Capital – Appendix 2 sets out the position on the capital programme. The capital
budget for 2019/20 approved by Council in February 2019 was £12.339m. Re-profiling
of spend into 19/20 totalling £3.144m was reported to Cabinet 24 April 2019.
Additional grant-funded expenditure of £873k has subsequently been requested giving
a 2019/20 capital programme of £16.356m. The updated capital programme was
approved by Council on 23 July 2019. Expenditure against the programme to the end
of quarter 1 was £1.027m.
It is very early in the financial year with many projects still at the specification or tender
stage but we are actively reviewing and challenging the timing of capital expenditure
and progress will be monitored closely. A revised capital programme will be submitted
as part of the budget setting process.
3.0.4 Treasury – Appendix 3 provides an update on Treasury management for the quarter.
All activity in quarter 1 has been within the approved limits. Investments have
performed better than the relevant benchmarks. No repayment of existing borrowing
or new borrowing is anticipated up to the end of the financial year.
3.0.5 Overview and Scrutiny Follow up – Appendix 4 includes responses to questions
raised at the meeting on 12 July 2019, regarding 2018/19 outturn.
3.1

Revenue Variances by Leadership Team

3.1.1

Appendix 1 provides the detail of the 2019/20 quarter 1 (Q1) revenue variances for
service area grouped by lead officer. The projected out-turn is for a net overspend of
c£104k. Further detail is provided below in Table 1 and paragraphs a. to j. below.

Table 1: Summary by Service Area
Expenditure
Budget Full
Year
£000
2,570
1,431

Income
Budget
Full Year
£000
(12)
(9)

Expenditure
Variance
to Date
£000
(5)
(14)

Income
Variance
to Date
£000
2
8

Overall
Variance
to Date
£000
(3)
(7)

Out-turn
projection
£000

1,483
18,745
(63)
1,849

(240)
(17,323)
(3)
(33)

(12)
48
(21)
(19)

2
(4)
1
0

(10)
44
(20)
(19)

35
(95)
(55)
(15)

Digital (e)
Customer and Locality
Services (f)

0
5,465

0
(6,522)

(23)
(28)

0
6

(23)
(22)

(31)
79

Specialist Services (g)
Case Management (h)
Delivery and Commercial
Services (i)
Corporate Items (j)
Total GF

8,058
3,511
9,220

(1,235)
(905)
(2,990)

32
(82)
(7)

35
14
48

67
(68)
40

89
(70)
194

13,018
65,287

(35,275)
(64,547)

0
(131)

0
112

0
(19)

(33)
104

Strategy
Performance, Innovation
and Commissioning
Support Services (a)
Finance (b)
Human Resources (c)
Legal , Governance and
Democracy (d)
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0
6

Table 2 below shows the estimated general fund position at the end of 2019/20, taking
into account the Customer Connect savings target of £740k and the progress to date in
delivering those savings from Phase 1 of Customer Connect. Phase 2 of Customer
Connect is still being costed with savings to be identified later in the financial year to
meet the whole £740k target.
Table 2 General Fund Position

Net General Fund Before Corporate Savings Target
Phase 1 Customer Connect Savings

2019/20
£000
740
(582)

Outturn Projection

104

Net projected General Fund Balance before Phase 2

262

a

Support Services – The current projection is for a £35k overspend due to customer
connect transitional costs for redundant staff working their notice and pay protection.

b.

Finance – The current projection is for a £95k underspend at year-end. This relates to
a £190k saving arising from the re-tendering of the insurance contract, offset by £54k in
Customer Connect transition costs and £52k on interim cover identified as service
critical.

c

Human Resources - The current projection is a £55k underspend, due to vacant posts
partially offset by interim cover.

d

Legal, Governance and Democracy - There is currently a £15k underspend forecast
due to unclaimed member’s allowances. Any underspend at the end of the financial
year as a result of unclaimed allowances will be transferred to the Personal Financial
Resilience reserve, as approved by Council on 26 February 2019.

e

Digital – The current projection is a £31k underspend, due to vacant posts.

f

Customer and Locality Services – The current projection is for a £79k overspend. The
main reasons for the projected overspend are

g



Car Parks overall overspend of £40k made up of ,a £67k demand led income shortfall
on car park income, £14k overspend on rates bills offset by a £41k underspend on
salaries due vacant posts and £48k in Customer Connect transition costs.



Lakes overall overspend of £31k made up of £11k demand led shortfall expected on
jetty berths and a potential £20k shortfall on encroachment rent income.



Parks have a £41k underspend due to additional income related to a backdated
recharge to Cumbria County Council for grounds maintenance to highways and grass
verges.

Specialist Services – The current projection is for a £89k overspend. This is made up
of a small number of variances across the service as detailed in Appendix 1. The main
reasons for the projected overspend is:


An overspend of £50k on agency cover for development control until Phase 2
recruitment is complete. Despite the staff turnover planning is still meeting its targets
and the overspend is being partially offset by an expected £13k demand led surplus
on planning income.
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Customer Connect phase 1 transitional costs of £35k.



A £27k demand led income shortfall on building control fees for approvals and
inspections.



A £18k demand led shortfall in land charges income



A £28k underspend on Housing Enabling due to vacant post part offset by agency
costs.

h

Case Management – there is currently a £70k underspend forecasted due to salary
savings due to vacant posts in Community Services

i

Delivery and Commercial Services - the current projection is for a £194k overspend.
This is made up of a number of variances across the service and these are:

j



A salary overspend of £153k in Kerbside Recycling, due to use of agency staff to
ensure service delivery and not meeting the 4% vacancy target (£99k).Use of
agency staff is lower this year compared to 2018/19, following a restructure.



A projected shortfall £103k on sale of materials due to current market prices of
materials



A £42k projected overspend on transport repairs and maintenance.



A £17K potential overspend on fuel.



A £40k potential underspend on salaries for building cleaners.



A £47k underspend on health and safety salaries due to a vacant post part offset
by consultancy costs of c£28k.



A £60k projected underspend in tipping and disposal charges offset by a projected
shortfall on £24k on kerbside recycling credits.

Corporate – The current projection is for a £33k underspend as a result 2018/19 capital
spend being lower than budgeted leading to a lower Minimum Revenue Provision charge
in 2019/20.

3.2

Analysis of employee budgets

3.2.1

The position on employee costs at quarter 1 is summarised in Table 2 below The full
year budget has been reduced from £15.12m to £14.56m to reflect savings from phase
1 of Customer Connect.

3.2.2

The total variance against the quarter 1 profiled budget is an overspend of £72k, 2%
of the year to date budget. This includes the 4% vacancy saving built in to all direct
employee cost budgets. The use of the 4% vacancy saving against all salaries will be
reviewed as part of the 2020/21 budget setting process to assess if it is reasonable to
apply the saving to rota-based services where absences have to be covered by
overtime or agency staff.
Table 3: Employee costs
Full year
budget

Profiled
budget

Actual to
date

Variance

Variance

£000

£000

£000

£000

%

14,557

3,557

3,629

72

2%
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3.2.3 Included in table 2 above is expenditure on contract and agency staff. The total spend
on this element of employee costs was £209k against a profiled budget of £4k. This
expenditure on contract and agency staff equates to 5.77% of the total spend on
employee costs in quarter 1. The majority of this relates to development control (£87k)
and the Waste and Recycling service (£29k). It is expect that once Customer Connect
Phase 1 is embedded and Phase 2 is implemented that the majority of these temporary
roles will be replaced with employees.
3.3

Savings and 2020/21 budget setting cycle

3.3.1 As part of the 2019/20 budget process, further Customer Connect savings of £740k
were identified. We are currently showing a saving from phase 1 of the staff programme
of £582k in salary savings. Phase 2 is currently being recruited to and further savings
are expected once the final structure for phase 2 is in place.
3.3.2 The budget setting process for 2020/21 onwards has already begun with the
preparation of the Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) and the approval of the Budget
Strategy by Council on 23 July 2019. Budget Change Bids will be requested and it is
anticipated that options to deliver a balanced 2020/21 budget will be presented to
Cabinet on 27 November 2019. These options will include the impact of future budget
pressures and any potential recurring savings that are identified from the 2019/20
budget monitoring.
3.3.3 As was highlighted in the Medium Term Financial Plan approved by Council on 23 July
2019 there is higher than usual uncertainty around future funding from the Government
from April 2020 when the current multi-year settlement expires. This is largely due to
the potential timing of Brexit and the change in Prime Minister. An update on this
position will be reported as part of the Quarter 2 financial monitoring report.
3.4

Capital programme

3.4.1 As outlined earlier, further to the £12.339m capital programme approved in February
2019 as part of the 2019/20 budget, Re-profiling of £3.114m into 2019/20 was reported
to cabinet at its meeting on the 24 April 2019. Council on 23 July 2019 approved a
revised capital programme to include the following adjustments:
Table 4: Capital Programme changes since February 2019
2019/20 Capital Programme as per Council report Feb 2019
Carry Forwards approved April 2019
Coastal Communities Fund
Income contribution Abbot Hall playground - gross up exp budget
Lottery funding of Maryfell playground
Income for Nobles Rest
Lottery funding for Rayrigg Meadow play area
Windermere & Bowness Civic Soc funding for Biskey Howe
2019/20 Capital Programme Q1

£000
12,338.7
3,144.1
818.3
32.2
10.0
1.3
10.0
1.2
16,355.8

3.4.2 Spend against the £16.4m programme to the end of quarter 1 was £1.027m with a
further £1.313m committed expenditure through purchase orders. No re-profiling has
been identified to date.
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Table 5: Summary of capital programme and expenditure
Expenditure
£000

Budget
Remaining
£000

Changes
required to
2019/20
£000

Anticipated
re-profiling
£000

588

0

588

0

0

87

35

51

0

0

Specialist Services

3,505

0

3,505

0

0

Delivery and Commercial
Services
Strategy

6,483

327

6,156

0

0

5,098

497

4,601

580

0

595

168

427

0

0

16,356

1,027

15,329

580

0

Lead
Support Services
Digital

Customer and Locality Services
Grand Total

Full Year
Budget
£000

3.4.3 Appendix 2 contains further comments and updates on all capital schemes.
3.4.4 In prior years there has been significant re-profiling of the capital programme. The
profiling of the existing programme will be actively reviewed and challenged as part of
the 2020/21 budget process. Any recommendations around re-profiling will only be
made when this review is complete.
3.5

Treasury Management

3.5.1 There are no issues to report in terms of compliance with the approved Treasury
Management Strategy for the quarter. Appendix 3 contains an overview of the
Council’s position against the agreed indicators and limits.
3.5.2 To date the Council’s investments have performed well against market expectations.
There are some indications that the bank rate could be cut again as low as 0.25% in
the event of a no deal Brexit, this view has started to gain traction with investment rates
starting to fall off their recent levels. The budget was set with the expectation of a stable
base rate, so officers will be monitoring this closely.
3.5.3 All investment activity has been within the approved limits in the quarter. Investment
return continues to outperform the benchmarks in the current environment. Borrowing
is not expected to change and no repayment is planned at the current time, due to
market conditions.
3.6

Collection Fund

3.6.1 Table 5 below sets out the quarter 1 performance on local tax collection. The Council
Tax Collection figure at 30 June 2019 is 30.23%, an increase of 0.11% compared to
the same period last year.
3.6.2 The Non-Domestic Rates (NDR) collection rate figure is 29.25% which is 0.33% lower
than last year. The table below shows the NDR quarter 1 collection rate has generally
been decreasing each year for the past 5 years, a large part of this is due to the
increasing numbers of business opting to pay over 12 instalments rather than the 10
that were the maximum permitted until regulations changed in April 2014, resulting in
payments being due in February & March and so being paid in quarter 4.
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Table 6: Local Taxation Collection rate

3.7

Percentage
Collected
Quarter 1

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

%

%

%

%

%

%

Council Tax

30.16

30.62

30.14

30.65

30.12

30.23

Business
Rates

31.10

30.95

29.77

29.90

29.58

29.25

Sundry Debts

3.7.1 The aim of this section is to describe the current debt position and to provide assurance
over collection performance. Table 6 below summarises the current collection rate on
sundry debts:
Table 7: Summary of collection
2014/15
and
earlier

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20
to date

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

76

14

25

37

111

304

Total value of invoices/credit
notes raised

24,014

4,606

5,028

5,087

5,699

1,825

Collection Rate (%)

99.68

99.70

99.50

99.27

98.05

83.36

Debt outstanding

An analysis of outstanding sundry debts reveals that over 99% of debts have been
recovered in years up to 2017/18.
98% of the debt for 2018/19 has been recovered, of the outstanding amount 35% is
due to one invoice for dangerous structure work, 15% for encroachment invoices
and 7% for premises licences. There are instalment plans in place for some of
these debts and 35% of the total due on these accounts had been paid in year.
In the current year to date, 83% of debt has been recovered. The table below splits
down in more detail the age profile of the current outstanding debts.
Table 8: Age profile of 2018/19 invoices
2018/19 Invoices

£000

3 months overdue

75

2 months overdue

68

1 month overdue

86

Not yet due

125

Total end of Quarter 1

354
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4.0

Consultation

4.1

Senior management, budget holders and the Finance Portfolio Holder have been
consulted.

5.0

Alternative Options

5.1

There are no alternative options.

6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

Regular budget monitoring forms part of the corporate governance arrangements that
support all Council priorities.

7.0

Implications

Financial, Resources and Procurement
7.1

Financial and resource information are contained within the report

Human Resources
7.2

There are no direct Human Resources implications of the report

Legal
7.3

There are no direct legal implications of the report.

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7.4

Have you completed a Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact
Assessment? No

7.5

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons: This
report is an historic view of Q1 financial performance. The overall impact assessment
of the choices and decisions required to set the annual budget is undertaken at
budget setting time.

7.6

There are no additional health, social, economic and environmental impacts as a
result of the report

Equality and Diversity
7.7

Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis? No

7.8

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons: This
report is an historic view of Q1 financial performance. The overall impact assessment
of the choices and decisions required to set the annual budget is undertaken at
budget setting time.

7.9

Summary of equality and diversity impacts: There are no additional equality impacts
as a result of the report

Risk
Risk

Consequence

Controls required

Not effectively managing
budgets could lead to
overspending.

Possible legal challenge,
audit qualification and ultra
vires expenditure.

Scrutiny of budgets
through review of
monitoring reports.

Recurring pressures or savings
are not identified

Medium Term Financial
Planning may not reflect
the future impact of current
issues.

Regular monitoring of
budgets in year to inform
the MTFP and annual
budget setting process.
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Contact Officers
Claire Read, Finance Specialist, Claire.Read@southlakeland.gov.uk, 01539 793152
Helen Smith, Finance Lead Specialist and S151 Officer, h.smith@southlakeland.gov.uk,
01539 793147
Appendices Attached to this Report
Appendix No.

Name of Appendix

Appendix 1

Detailed Revenue Budget Monitoring

Appendix 2

Detailed Capital Budget Monitoring

Appendix 3

Treasury Management Review

Appendix 4

Overview and Scrutiny follow up

Background Documents Available
Name of Background document

Where it is available

2019/20 Budget Book including
MTFP projections

https://tinyurl.com/y2ecr5ja

Budget Setting Report

https://tinyurl.com/y2ecr5ja

Medium Term Financial Plan
2019/20-2023/24

https://tinyurl.com/y48ka7kk

Tracking Information
Signed off by
Legal Services
Section 151 Officer
Monitoring Officer
CMT

Date sent
18/07/2019
16/07/2019
18/07/2019
18/07/2019

Circulated to
Human Resources Manager
Communications Team
Leader
Committee Chairman
Portfolio Holder
Ward Councillor(s)
Committee
Executive (Cabinet)
Council

Date sent
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
26/07/2019
N/A
16/08/2019
11/09/2019
09/10/2019
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Appendix 1
The purpose of this appendix is to set out the revenue budget variance projections based on data up to 30/06/2019 Quarter 1
Service

Portfolio

Expenditure
Budget Full
Year
£

Income Budget
Full Year
£

Expenditure
Variance
to Date
£

Income
Variance
to Date
£

Overall
Variance
to Date
£

Out-turn
projection
>£10k

Customer
Connect
Savings

Commentary

Strategy, Innovation and Resources
Strategy Lead Specialist
Other Strategy
Total Strategy Lead Specialist

2,569,925
2,569,925

-12,076
-12,076

-5,042
-5,042

2,115
2,115

-2,927
-2,927

0
0

0 Individual variances <£10k
0

Performance, Innovation and Commissioning Lead Specialist
Other Performance, Innovation and Commissioning
1,431,426
Total Performance, Innovation and Commissioning
1,431,426

-9,400
-9,400

-14,471
-14,471

7,600
7,600

-6,871
-6,871

5,770
5,770

0 Individual variances <£10k
0

754,789

0

0

0

0

19,796

449,376

-198,227

3,465

0

3,465

6,270

147,426

-31,071

3,900

12

3,911

9,405

131,252
1,482,843

-10,724
-240,022

-19,323
-11,959

2,104
2,116

-17,219
-9,843

0
35,471

Phase 1 post - Electoral Services Assistant - CC Transitional
Costs £9k.
0 Individual variances <£10k
0

Operational Lead Support Services
DSO

Support Services

GEL

Elections

GER

Electoral Registration

Customer Comm
Serv and People
Climate
Emergency and
Localism
Climate
Emergency and
Localism

Other Support Services
Total Operational Lead Support Services

£20k overspend on salaries for transition period following
restructure
Phase 1 post - Electoral Services Assistant - CC Transitional
0
Costs £6k.

0

0
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Finance Lead Secialist
EFS

Financial Services

Finance and
Resources

-592,383

-4,000

26,992

991

27,983

61,387

0 Additional cost of interim cover identified as service critical £52k

ERE

Asst Dir Resources

Finance and
Resources

-96,649

0

18,514

0

18,514

19,364

0

EXC

Management Team

Promoting South
Lakeland

-359,334

0

19,787

0

19,787

25,429

Council Tax Benefits

Finance and
Resources

350,679

-65,826

1,062

-11,005

-9,943

-11,000

22,500

-17,500

-5,219

-11

-5,229

-190,000

GBN
GTH

Other Items

GZZ

Other GF Items

Finance and
Resources
Finance and
Resources

Other Finance
Total Finance Lead Specialist

£19k overspend on salaries for transition period following
restructure
£25k overspend on salaries for transition period following
0
restructure
Localised Council Tax Support Admin Grant greater than
0
anticipated £11k.
£190k Saving made on insurance costs following re-tendering the
0
contract

581,530

0

0

0

0

0

18,838,862
18,745,205

-17,236,031
-17,323,357

-13,080
48,057

6,474
-3,550

-6,606
44,507

0
-94,820

-581,530 Customer Connect Phase 1 Saving £582k

-125,953

-3,379

-19,084

845

-18,239

-55,000

0 Underspend due to vacant posts part offset by interim cover £55k

62,872
-63,081

0
-3,379

-2,215
-21,299

0
845

-2,215
-20,454

0
-55,000

0 Individual variances <£10k
0

0 Individual variances <£10k
-581,530

Human Resources Lead Specialist
ERS

Employee Relations

Customer Comm
Serv and People

Other Human Resources
Total Human Resources Lead Specialist
Legal, Governance and Democracy Lead Specialist
GMM

Members

Customer Comm
Serv and People

Other Legal, Governance and Democracy
Total Legal, Governance and Democracy Lead Spe

459,630

0

-16,247

0

-16,247

-15,000

0 Unclaimed Member's Allowance

1,389,182
1,848,812

-33,025
-33,025

-2,533
-18,780

-352
-352

-2,885
-19,132

0
-15,000

0 Individual variances <£10k
0

0

0

-23,151

1

-23,150

-31,000

0

0

-23,151

1

-23,150

-31,000

Digital Lead Specialist
ERI

Information Services

Total Digital Lead Specialist

Housing and
Innovation

3 Vacant Posts - Shared Data & Information Security Officer, ICT
0 Programme Co-Ordinator. Digital Development Officer post
vacant until Dec19 due to secondment.
0

Service

Portfolio

Total Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Expenditure
Budget Full
Year
£

Income Budget
Full Year
£

Expenditure
Variance
to Date
£

Income
Variance
to Date
£

Overall
Variance
to Date
£

Out-turn
projection
>£10k

Customer
Connect
Savings

Commentary

26,015,130

-17,621,259

-46,646

8,774

-37,872

-154,579

-581,530

-65,098

0

-4,412

0

-4,412

14,349

0

Customer and Commercial Services
Operational Lead Customer and Locality Services
ECU

Customer Services

Customer Comm
Serv and People

ERB

Revenues and Benefits

Finance and
Resources

18,633

-84,315

13,688

0

13,688

34,209

0

GCK

Car Parks

Customer Comm
Serv and People

2,772,335

-4,670,876

-4,431

15,160

10,730

40,000

0

GLW

Lake Windermere

Economy Culture
and Leisure

790,486

-1,459,540

-9,534

11,342

1,808

31,000

0

GPK

Parks and Open Spaces

Customer Comm
Serv and People

1,226,934

-73,864

-6,936

-17,110

-24,046

-41,000

0

721,269
5,464,559

-233,632
-6,522,227

-15,877
-27,502

-3,082
6,310

-18,958
-21,192

0
78,558

0
0

Other Customer and Locality Services
Total Operational Lead Customer and Locality Ser

Phase 1 Transitional costs £14k relating to Web Development Coordinator
£34k overspend on salaries for transition period following
restructure
£14k overspend on rates bills; £41k salary underspend due to
vacant posts; £67k demand led shortfall on car park income
£11k demand led shortfall expected on Jetty Berths due to 1 berth
being empty; potential £20k shortfall on Encroachment Rent
income
£41k surplus income relating to recharge to CCC for grass verge
maintenance dating back to 17/18 following grass verges being remeasured
Individual variances <£10k
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Operational Lead Specialist Services
£35k overspend on salaries for transition period following
restructure
Potential demand led income shortfall of £27k with Building
0
Control fees for approvals and inspections
Pending carry forward £37.4k, may need to draw £6k from the
0 reserve XRR85 for Community Led Housing Officer post due to
end Sept 19
Agency posts may need extending to cover to end of Dec 19,
0 potential £50k overspend; £13k demand led surplus expected on
planning income

ESE

AD Strategic Development

Housing and
Innovation

-81,105

0

20,314

0

20,314

35,000

GBC

Building Control

Housing and
Innovation

570,896

-335,641

3,514

10,625

14,139

27,000

GCH

Community Housing Fund

Housing and
Innovation

72,358

0

13,552

0

13,552

0

GDC

Development Control

Housing and
Innovation

1,230,350

-536,880

8,897

14,419

23,316

37,000

GEN

Housing Enabling Role

3,813,900

0

-11,410

0

-11,410

-28,000

GLC

Local Land Charges

273,963

-250,000

1,133

7,172

8,305

18,000

0 Potential demand led shortfall of £18k on land charge income

2,178,213
8,058,575

-111,790
-1,234,311

-3,848
32,152

3,255
35,472

-592
67,624

0
89,000

0 Individual variances <£10k
0

Housing and
Innovation
Housing and
Innovation

Other Specialist Services
Total Operational Lead Specialist Services

0

0 Vacant posts £50k offset by agency £22k

Operational Lead Case Management
EUN

Community Services

Customer Comm
Serv and People

Other Case Management
Total Operational Lead Case Management

-204,071

-200

-63,952

-375

-64,327

-70,000

0 £70k salary savings projected due to various vacant posts

3,715,560
3,511,489

-904,837
-905,037

-17,525
-81,476

14,116
13,741

-3,409
-67,735

0
-70,000

0 Individual variances <£10k
0

Operational Lead Delivery and Commercial Services
EHS

Health and Safety

Customer Comm
Serv and People

-4,725

-600

-10,518

150

-10,368

-19,000

EPX

Offices

Finance and
Resources

28,611

-8,271

-11,133

1,747

-9,387

-40,000

GTG

Street Cleansing Client

GTS

Transport

GWC

Waste Coll Disposal Client

Customer Comm
Serv and People
Customer Comm
Serv and People
Customer Comm
Serv and People

£47k underspend on salaries, to be part offset by consultancy
costs of circa £28k
Premises expenses on Langstone House, Broad St due to
budgets being removed as Saving 2015, budget virement
0
required; potential underspend on salaries for Building Cleaners
£40k
0

1,417,852

-6,608

-2,621

1,283

-1,338

17,000

0 £17k potential overspend on fuel

80,502

-80,502

19,974

3,767

23,741

42,000

0 £42k overspend projected on transport repairs and maintenance

51,937

-40,000

-2,204

-7,932

-10,136

0

0 Individual variances <£10k

Service

Expenditure
Budget Full
Year
£

Portfolio

Income Budget
Full Year
£

Expenditure
Variance
to Date
£

Income
Variance
to Date
£

Overall
Variance
to Date
£

Out-turn
projection
>£10k

Customer
Connect
Savings

Commentary

GWK

Kerbside Coll Recycling
Client

Customer Comm
Serv and People

5,538,798

-1,580,636

39,272

30,823

70,095

220,000

£153k salary overspend (of which £99k vacancy saving) due to
vacant posts and long term sick; £60k projected underspend on
0 tipping and disposal; £24k projected shortfall on kerbside
recycling credits; £103k projected shortfall on sale of materials
due to current market price of materials

GWR

Waste Recycling

Customer Comm
Serv and People

272,767

-149,175

-7,781

9,294

1,514

-26,000

0

1,834,255
9,219,997

-1,123,859
-2,989,651

-32,153
-7,165

8,630
47,763

-23,523
40,598

0
194,000

0 Individual variances <£10k
0

26,254,620

-11,651,226

-83,991

103,285

19,295

291,558

0

-8,333,427

0

0

0

0

-32,920

0

21,351,036
13,017,609

-35,274,873
-35,274,873

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
-32,920

0

Total Corporate Items

13,017,609

-35,274,873

0

0

0

-32,920

0

Total GF
Net GF

65,287,359
740,001

-64,547,358

-130,637

112,059

-18,578

104,059

-581,530

Other Delivery and Commercial Services
Total Operational Lead Delivery and Commercial S
Total Customer and Commercial Services

£46k underspend expected on Bring Site contract price, part
offset by £20k demand led shortfall on Bring Site recycling credits

Corporate items
Statutory adj. Capital
Charges
Other Corporate Items
Total Corporate items
VGS58

0

Minimum Revenue Provision - reflects actual expenditure 2018/19
lower than budgeted
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SLDC 2019/20 Capital Programme Monitoring Quarter 1

Lead/code

Scheme

Portfolio

Full Year
Budget
£

Variance
to Date
£

Expenditure
£

Appendix 2
Changes
required to
2019/20
£

Anticipated reprofiling
£

Commentary

Support Services
KIT27

Mobile Working

Housing and Innovation

120,000

0

-120,000

Specification and integration with new digital platform to be
assessed before project can begin.

KIT30

Digital Innovation Project

Housing and Innovation

468,300

0

-468,300

Commitments made but awaiting project board decisions.

588,300

0

-588,300

86,700

35,315

-51,385

86,700

35,315

-51,385

2,226,700

0

-2,226,700

Total Support Services
Digital
KIT90

IT Replacement Fund

Housing and Innovation

Total Digital
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Specialist Services
KDE06
ERDF Funded Flood Defence Climate Emergency and
Works
Localism

0

0

Purchase of laptops and other IT equipment as per replacement
schedule.
0

0

Planning permission granted and EA Internal Business Case in
place. Grant and partnership agreements signed but some
scheme slippage and no spend in 2019/20 anticipated.

KDE07

Coastal Communities Fund

Climate Emergency and
Localism

818,300

0

-818,300

CCF project started 1 May 2019, funded by MHCLG. Scheme is
over two years. We will received funding for SLDC and
Morecambe Bay Partnership, then we will pay over to MBP their
share. SLDC is accountable body. Scheme is £818.3k (SLDC
£500k, MBP £318.3k) in 2019/20 and £1,532.9k (SLDC £500k,
MBP £1,032.9k) in 2020/21. Scheme is for works at Grange
promenade, start in 2020 and will complete 2021.

KAH11

Other Housing Schemes
(Cross-a-Moor junction
improvements)

Housing and Innovation

300,000

0

-300,000

Highways England leading scheme to build a roundabout to
enable delivery of 1000 homes. Discussions on-going re
specifics of funding agreement to include SLDC's £300k and
£1.7m developer contributions. SLDC contribution now to be paid
in 2020.

KMR31

Festival Infrastructure

Customer Comm Serv and
People

24,000

0

-24,000

£24k scheme for lamp post banners in Kendal being actively
developed, with involvement of Kendal Town Council.

SLDC 2019/20 Capital Programme Monitoring Quarter 1

Full Year
Budget
£

Appendix 2

Variance
to Date
£

Expenditure
£

Lead/code

Scheme

KPE18

Towpath Trail KendalLancaster

Economy Culture and
Leisure

120,000

0

-120,000

KRE53

Kendal Public Realm

Economy Culture and
Leisure

15,735

0

-15,735

3,504,735

0

-3,504,735

4,032

0

-4,032

461,400

0

-461,400

Portfolio

Total Specialist Services
Delivery and Commerical Services
KCD01
Castle Dairy

Economy Culture and
Leisure

Changes
required to
2019/20
£

Anticipated reprofiling
£

Commentary
Remaining £120k payment to CCC to be made. Delay due to
new land agent and requirement for agent to deliver a report
following land owner consultation. Funding agreement awaiting
outcome of the report - expect to make payment this financial
year.

Budget can now be given up as experimental traffic order for
Kendal Market Place unlikely to go ahead.
0

0

Work complete and defects remedied. Retention payments to
liquidator/ third party agreed, awaiting invoices.
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KAH14

Homeless Accommodation

Housing and Innovation

50% of work expected in this year and 50% next year.

KFL01

Footway Lighting

Customer Comm Serv and
People

65,700

0

-65,700

Spend dependant on Electricity North West and Cumbria CC
programming works.

KLH02

Ulverston Asset Transfer
programme

Economy Culture and
Leisure

79,767

0

-79,767

UCE now developing a business case for long-term use of funds,
to payment will be delayed until completed.

KLH07

SL House & KTH
reconfiguration

Economy Culture and
Leisure

947,500

0

-947,500

Planning application expected July, works expected to start in
January next year.

KLH08

Abbot Hall redevelopment

Economy Culture and
Leisure

100,000

0

-100,000

Arts Council funding now confirmed. Legal agreement to be
drawn up - payment likely to be in phases as project milestones
are achieved, timing of payments currently uncertain.

KLL17

Ferry Nab redevelopment

Economy Culture and
Leisure

0

5,000

5,000

KMR21

Kendal Museum alterations

Customer Comm Serv and
People

85,000

0

-85,000

Management agreement in place, awaiting legal agreement
between Kendal Town Council and Kendal College.

KMR33

Customer Comm Serv and
People
Customer Comm Serv and
People

186,859

136,731

-50,128

Works will be completed by end of June.

KMR34

Braithwaite Fold Caravan
Park
Kendal Castle

41,000

490

-40,510

Works to start in the summer and complete September.

KPY42

Car Park machines update

Customer Comm Serv and
People

137,395

0

-137,395

KPY44

Town and Car Park/public
information Signs

Customer Comm Serv and
People

11,700

0

-11,700

Work complete in 2018/19. Final contract payment slipped into
new year, to be covered by virement from planned maintenance.

Work done, payment in dispute pending resolution of outstanding
issues.
Tender documents being collated for PSPO signage.

SLDC 2019/20 Capital Programme Monitoring Quarter 1

Full Year
Budget
£

Appendix 2

Variance
to Date
£

Expenditure
£

Changes
required to
2019/20
£

Anticipated reprofiling
£
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Lead/code

Scheme

KPY45

SLH Car Park - structural
Customer Comm Serv and
repair and re-surfacing works People

370,386

145,491

-224,895

Work complete, awaiting invoice.

KPY46

Car Park Resurfacing

Customer Comm Serv and
People

105,270

803

-104,467

Further design work needed on the last car park in the resurfacing scheme because of insufficient soakaway properties,
will take place in 2019/20.

KPY48

Parkside Rd Car Park

Customer Comm Serv and
People

153,826

0

-153,826

Planning approved. Parking study appraisal confirmed need for
car park. Works on site in September.

KPY49

Windermere Rd Car Park
Grange

Customer Comm Serv and
People

100,000

0

-100,000

Cumbria County Council leading on scheme, SLDC's contribution
will be a one-off payment as determined by CCC's progress.

KRE04

Grange Regeneration
Programme

Economy Culture and
Leisure

157,300

0

-157,300

Scheme linked to Coastal Communities Fund scheme above.
Start in early 2020 and will complete in 2021.

KRE55

New Road Common

Economy Culture and
Leisure

0

300

300

KRE66

Grange Promenade structural Economy Culture and
works
Leisure

395,992

7,033

-388,960

Work has started with consultants re drainage repairs by United
Utilities. Meeting held with Natural England, assessment taken
place and response received. Ecological surveys have now been
ordered and these will take place between May and August 2019.
Works on site from January 2020 through to June 2020.

KRE67

Grange LIDO

Economy Culture and
Leisure

960,000

0

-960,000

Planning expected end of July 2019 and aim to have contract in
place in January 2020. Work to start March 2020

KSC91

Refurb Replace Recycled
Bins

Customer Comm Serv and
People

112,250

29,985

-82,265

KSC91

Vehicle Purchase

Customer Comm Serv and
People

1,868,700

450

-1,868,250

139,200

900

-138,300

6,483,277

327,183

-6,156,094

379,000

40,000

-339,000

KXB27

Energy Saving Building
Enhancement
Total Delivery and Commercial Services
Strategy
KAH10

Affordable Homes TC Prop
Empty

Portfolio

Climate Emergency and
Localism

Housing and Innovation

Commentary

Scheme complete in 2018/19. Final retention payment on
groundworks paid, slightly exceeding estimate.

Procurement has taken place and bins ordered for delivery in
phases throughout the year.
Vehicle specifications being reviewed with hybrid options and
future service delivery in mind. Actual vehicle requirements may
differ from proposed programme.

0

0

Empty homes grants £40k paid so far in year. Housing
association grant payments delayed. £20k oayment for
Milnthorpe scheme due to be paid.

SLDC 2019/20 Capital Programme Monitoring Quarter 1

Full Year
Budget
£

Variance
to Date
£

Expenditure
£

Appendix 2
Changes
required to
2019/20
£

Anticipated reprofiling
£
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Lead/code

Scheme

KAH13

Housing and Innovation

86,000

0

-86,000

KGD21

Commuted Sums Affordable
Housing
Mand Disabled Fac Grants

Housing and Innovation

661,000

167,286

-493,714

KRT10

Right To Buy Replacement

Housing and Innovation

0

247,500

247,500

KCH01

Community Housing Fund

Housing and Innovation

470,000

7,769

-462,232

Schemes in Windermere, Levens and Ulverston under way.

KIF01

Housing Investment Fund

Housing and Innovation

3,000,000

0

-3,000,000

Discussions ongoing regarding the terms of loan payments.
Expected to begin making loans in this financial year.

KEP52

Disabled Toilet
Improvements

Health Wellbeing Financial
Res

50,000

0

-50,000

KMR35

Burton Heritage Grant
Scheme

Customer Comm Serv and
People

80,000

5,000

-75,000

KIL01

Community Infrastructure
Levy (CIL)

Housing and Innovation

0

13,721

13,721

KIP01

Locally Important Projects

Economy Culture and
Leisure

371,646

15,250

-356,396

5,097,646

496,525

-4,601,121

1,470

0

-1,470

Portfolio

Total Strategy
Customer and Locality Services
KLL18
Cockshott Point entrance
improvements

Economy Culture and
Leisure

Commentary
Grant applications re-profiled from 2018/19.
Ongoing high uptake on scheme. Settlement is now lower than
anticipated so may be a sortfall.

495,000

Payment of £495k grant to SLH was anticipated before 31 March
so carry forward was not requested. Subsequent delay means
payment to be made in two instalments in 2019/20 when
contractual obligations are met - first instalment paid May 2019.
Budget will require reinstating in 2019/20.

Contracts for feasibility being arranged for Cartmel and Outside
In community group. Millerground being arranged by SLDC/LSH.
Commencement date of capital works uncertain until studies
completed.
85,000

Scheme gross cost is £240k, funded jointly by SLDC, Heritage
England and Burton PC. Original plan was phased over 3 years
from 2019/20, with £80k allocated to each year. Updated plan
starts in 2019/20 and is phased over two years - £165k 2019/20
(funded SLDC £70k, Heritage England £80k and Burton PC
£15k) and £75k in 2020/21 (funded SLDC £35k, Heritage
England £40k). Budget adjustments therefore required to reflect
the new phasing, including £85k increase in budget 2019/20.
Grant scheme established for improvements to heritage buildings
and attracting much interest. Public realm enhancements also to
be taken from this pot and design work underway.
Discussions with CCC over education contributions and local
transport links. Forecast to grow quite significantly in the next few
years.
Contracts being arranged for schemes before payments can be
made. Awaiting call-in period from 2nd round additional
schemes.

580,000

0

LIPS funded scheme, will be progressed in year.

SLDC 2019/20 Capital Programme Monitoring Quarter 1

Full Year
Budget
£

Variance
to Date
£

Expenditure
£

Appendix 2
Changes
required to
2019/20
£

Anticipated reprofiling
£
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Lead/code

Scheme

KNM51

Play Areas

Customer Comm Serv and
People

20,000

0

-20,000

KNM54

Rinkfield Playground

3,447

0

-3,447

KNM55

Hallgarth Phase 2

Customer Comm Serv and
People
Customer Comm Serv and
People

24,866

13,834

-11,032

Equipment currently being installed, to complete end of June.

KNM56

Millerground Play Project

Customer Comm Serv and
People

47,700

938

-46,762

Phase 2 of footpath works to commence September, complete
December.

KNM58

Kendal Parks playground

10,900

0

-10,900

Need to confirm final budget for Hayclose Crescent.

KNM59

Lightburn Park MUGA &
playground

Customer Comm Serv and
People
Customer Comm Serv and
People

36,000

0

-36,000

Awaiting final grant claim outcome. Out to tender in October.

KNM60

Abbot Hall Playground

Customer Comm Serv and
People

95,230

1,403

-93,827

Total scheme cost will be £125k. Start on site end of June, to
complete by end of August.

KNM61

Yew Tree Playground Grange Customer Comm Serv and
People

60,000

74,000

14,000

KNM62

Greenbank & Castlefield Play Customer Comm Serv and
Area
People

30,000

0

-30,000

Total scheme cost will be £75k. Out to tender, closing date mid
July.

KNM63

Queens Park play area

Customer Comm Serv and
People

10,000

0

-10,000

Total scheme cost will be £200k. Major fundraising to take place
in the summer so work several months away.

KNM64

Broadgate Meadow
Grasmere

Customer Comm Serv and
People

35,000

0

-35,000

Total scheme cost will be £85k. Out to tender, closing date end
of July.

KNM65

Maryfell Sedbergh Play Area Customer Comm Serv and
People

71,500

0

-71,500

Playground open, snagging works to finalise, payment to be
made by end of July.

KNM66

Rayrigg Meadow Play Area

Customer Comm Serv and
People

120,000

77,294

-42,706

Playground installed. Snagging work to complete. Payment to be
made mid July.

KNM67

Beck trim Trail

Customer Comm Serv and
People

1,000

0

-1,000

Councillor contribution. Consultation to take place in July, finalise
scheme in September.

KNM69

Biskey Howe

Customer Comm Serv and
People

4,805

282

-4,523

Final funding contribution now received so order has been placed
for works.

KNM70

HMCLG funded schemes

Customer Comm Serv and
People

15,020

0

-15,020

Budget reflects HMCLG funding received March 2019, to be
alloctaed to schemes during the year. Grant was for £16,375 £1,355 has already been allocated to Biskey Howe.

KLR31

Nobles Rest park
improvements

Economy Culture and
Leisure

8,240

0

-8,240

Retention payment outstanding on main works and bog garden
project in discussion with friends group also planned.

595,178

167,750

-427,428

0

0

16,355,836

1,026,773

-15,329,063

580,000

0

Total Customer and Locality Services

GRAND TOTAL

Portfolio

Commentary
To be allocated as year 2 play audit planned works. Programme
to be confirmed by end of September.
project complete.

Installation almost complete, open by the end of June.
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Appendix 3
2019/20 Quarter 1 Treasury Management Update
This appendix reviews treasury performance for the period 01/04/2019 – 30/06/2019 against
the Council’s Treasury Management Strategy, which was approved by Council on
26th February 2019.
The Councils Treasury Management operation ensures cash flows are adequately planned,
with surplus monies being invested in low risk counterparties, providing adequate liquidity
initially, before considering optimising investment return.
The second main function of the treasury management service is the funding of the Council’s
capital plans. These capital plans provide a guide to the borrowing need of the Council, this
is the element of the capital programme that is not financed from external grants, capital
receipts or other contributions. Which when added to the Council’s Capital Financing
Requirement (CFR) shows the underlying borrowing need of the Council. This underlying
borrowing need is managed by the treasury team through short and long term borrowing
arrangements and the use of longer term cash flow surpluses.
Borrowing
No new borrowing has been undertaken in the year to date, therefore the Council has maintained
external borrowing at £12.8 million. As a result, gross and net borrowing are below the capital
financing requirement (CFR). This is a key indicator as it shows that the Council is not borrowing
to fund revenue activities or borrowing to lend-on.
Table 1: Borrowing Limits

Actual borrowing
Authorised limit
Operational boundary
Capital Financing Requirement (CFR)

£m
12.800
26,815
20,600
20,543

Table 1 also shows that the Council hasn’t breached its operational boundary and authorised limit
(which must not be breached) on external debt.
The current premium on the Councils borrowing is circa 93% (i.e. £931k per £1m repaid), which
would take over 25 years to repay. This is not low enough to consider making an early repayment,
however we will keep this under review.
The Capital Programme assumes borrowing will be used during 2019/20, the actual timing of
borrowing will depend on timing of projects and expected changes in interest rates. Our internal
borrowing position is currently estimated to be £7.743million or 38% of the CFR at year end, this
has risen from 31% of CFR in 2018/19. This position will be carefully monitored against changes
to reserves to ensure that the position is sustainable.
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Appendix 3
Investments
Graph 1 below shows the movement on the Councils investment portfolio between 01/04/19
and 30/06/19.
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0

Core Investments

Fixed Operational

Call Operational

The Council held £26.24m of investments as at 30 June 2019. Table 2 shows the outstanding
investments by type.
Table 2 Investment Summary
Counterparty
Call Operational
Blackrock
CCLA
Federated
Fixed Operational
Bank of Scotland
Coventry Building Society
Newcastle Building Society
Nottingham Building Society
West Bromwich Building Society
Fixed Core
Goldman Sachs
City of Kingston upon Hull
London Borough of Enfield
Newcastle Building Society
NatWest (Ring Fenced Bank)
Sumitomo Mitsui Bank

Value (£m)
0.550
1.390
4.300
2.000
2.000
1.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
3.000
1.000
1.000
2.000
26.24
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Graph 2 below shows the maturity profile of the Councils investment portfolio split between
operational and core investment types
7,000,000
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5,000,000
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3,000,000
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0

Call

1 Month

1-3 Months
Operational
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6-12 Months
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Core

Table 3 below summarised the performance to date, benchmarked against the London
Interbank Bid Rate (LIBID) that best matches the duration of the investments. For example,
Call investments can be called back the same day and so the overnight LIBID rate is the bench
mark.
Table 3 Performance

Call Operational
Fixed Operational
Fixed Core (Long Term)
Overall Average

Average
Return
0.75%
0.83%
0.93%
0.82%

Benchmark
Rate
0.55%
0.68%
0.78%

Variance
0.20%
0.15%
0.15%

All of the councils investments are performed in excess of their benchmarks, with the overall
average outperforming the 6 month benchmark rate used for the Fixed Core (long term)
investments.
Other Considerations
There is nothing to report here.
Looking Forward
After stronger than expected economic growth of 0.5% in quarter one, monthly growth fell in April
before rising slightly in May. Expectation for quarter 2 is for growth to stall or contract. Brexit still
remains an issue as the deadline was pushed back to Halloween.
There has been no further movement in the Bank Rate since August’s increase to 0.75%, with
investors reassessing their outlook from expecting a rate rise to now expecting cuts in the rate. Due
to weakening global growth, expectations of rate cuts in the US and Europe, as well as growing
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Appendix 3
concerns over a no deal Brexit. Indeed in the Treasury Committee report in June the Governor of
the Bank of England, gave the strongest hint yet that in the case of a no deal Brexit, the monetary
policy Committee (MPC) would but rates. This has led to our advisors predicting that rates could
be cut quickly from 0.75% to 0.25%.
CPI inflation has been on a falling trend, reaching 2% in May in line with the MPC target of 2%.
Expectation is for CPI to remain around this level over the next two years and in the event of No
deal expectation is it could rise to 4% as a result of imported inflation on the back of a weakened
pound.
Conclusion
The Council Investments continue to perform well against benchmarks, with all activity within
approved limits and borrowing has been maintained at £12.8 million within the debt indicators.
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Appendix 4
Overview and Scrutiny Questions – 2018/19 outturn
1. This appendix includes the following requested at Overview and Scrutiny Committee on
12 July:a)

The Finance Lead Specialist undertook to include an update on the explanation of
the DWP issue in the Quarter One Financial Monitoring Report.

b)

The Chairman requested that an update on the Building Control deficit be brought to
the next Overview and Scrutiny Committee Meeting.

2. Write-off of Housing Benefit overpayments 2018/19
2.1.

The 2018/19 outturn report explained there was a £143k net overspend on housing
benefits due to write-off of older debts and those relating to DWP errors which were
judged irrecoverable during migration of outstanding debts as part of the
implementation of new software.

2.2.

During 2018/19 housing benefits of £16.3m were paid. Where an error is identified a
debtor account is raised – the majority of this overpayment will be recovered by
deductions from future housing benefit payments but there are also payments of
cash were benefit payments have stopped.

2.3.

Overall housing benefit overpayments outstanding at 31 March 2019 were
£1,296,103 compared to £1,286,612 at 1 April 2018 so increased by under £10,000
during the year:
Opening balance 1/4/18

£1,286,612

New debts raised during 18/19

£1,029,662

Payments of debts during 18/19

-£941,294

Write-off of debts during 18/19

-£80,805

Refunds during 18/19

£1,928

Balance 31/3/19

£1,296,103

2.4.

Where there is a possibility that a debt is not going to be repaid the Council is
expected to establish a provision for bad debts. This is usually based on previous
experience that the older a debt is, the less likely it is to be repaid with percentages
applied ranging from 20% for debts of under 3 months to 100% for debts older than
2 years.

2.5.

Write-offs (£80,805) and contributions to the bad debt provision (£126,705) totalled
£207,510 compared to a budget of £64,63 which resulted in an overspend of
£142,875.

2.6.

Write-offs can be for a number of reasons. The write-offs in 2018/19 of £80,805
covered 93 invoices over 61 different debtors:


2.7.

There were 3 write offs over £4000, of which 2 related to the debtor
passing away.
 There were 11 write offs between £1000 and £4000
 There were 28 write offs between £100 and £1000
 There were 51 write offs under £100
The most common reason for write-off is where the debtor is deceased:
Description
Debtor Deceased
DWP Official Error

Amount
£34,040.88
£25,872.13
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Debt Relief Order
Conversion Error
Individual Voluntary Arrangement
Prison
Error Correction
Local Authority Error
Discretionary Housing Payment
Old Debt
Small Balance

£6,350.45
£3,603.81
£3,599.99
£2,908.42
£1,808.75
£1,753.24
£621.65
£240.00
£62.68

2.8.

The third large write-off was an invoice of £25,805 written-off due to DWP error.
When the housing benefit was awarded it was correct based on the information the
Council had at the time and the information the Council had been provided by the
DWP and the Council claimed subsidy back for the HB paid out. The DWP changed
their decision on entitlement to DWP benefits, this then resulted in the Council
having to revise the housing benefit decision based on the new information and
create an invoice for overpaid housing benefit. It was later that the Council
discovered the change in entitlement to DWP benefits was caused by the DWP
error. The Council is required to write off the overpayment if it is caused by DWP
error.

2.9.

The Council has not lost out financially because the amount paid out has been
recovered through the subsidy award paid to us. If we were to incorrectly recover the
invoice then we would effectively be paid the money twice, once through the subsidy
and once from whoever the invoice is recovered from.

2.10.

The invoice was created in April 2017 and covers 5 years from 2012 to 2017. It was
only later in 2017 that it came to light that the change to benefits was due to DWP
error but this was while the Council was in the midst of the implementation of the
new Revenues and Benefits system so the need to write-off the debt was
overlooked. The oversight was picked up in Aug 2018 and the debt written-off.

3. Building Control deficit
3.1.

The building control regime in England is governed by the Building Act 1984 (the
Building Act). While the actual requirements for building work are contained in
regulations which the Building Act empowers the Secretary of State to make (the
current version of which is the Building Regulations 2010 as amended (the Building
Regulations)), the regime for their implementation is contained almost fully within the
Building Act.

3.2.

District councils in England are obliged by section 91 of the Building Act to "carry the
Act into execution in their areas" and to "enforce building regulations in their areas".
As these are duties of the Council, they will not be able to delegate them (except to
another local authority through a delegation of functions) and the Council will remain
responsible.

3.3.

Sections 47 and 48 of the Building Act require district councils, where certain
procedural conditions are met, to allow "Approved Inspectors" to take responsibility
for the supervision of building work within their area. Where no Approved Inspector
takes responsibility, however, the Council is obliged to supervise the work.

3.4.

The Building Control service is separated into Building Control Chargeable, and
Building Control Non-chargeable functions.

3.5.

Building Regulations require that a Local Authority does not make a profit from the
Building Control Chargeable function, and that the principle is to achieve the full
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recovery of costs by aiming to break-even over a reasonable period of time. There
are other limits to charging, for instance Regulation 5 of The Building (Local
Authority Charges) Regulations 2010 does not allow Building Control Authorities to
charge for the first hour in providing chargeable advice.
3.6.

A strategic review of the building control service was considered by Cabinet in 2017
as part of the Customer Connect programme, examining options for the future
service delivery. After examining various options including approaching a
neighbouring authority to establish whether or not there was a benefit to both
authorities of the other authority being the statutory Building Control authority for the
South Lakeland Area.

3.7.

The review threw a number of issues into sharp relief:


Market competition and the need to generate income and future income
streams;



Overall service costs and the need to examine savings opportunities to
address the deficit position;



The challenge of increasing Corporate recharges;



The importance of maintaining a sustainable Local Authority Building Control
service into the future, so that customers have choice; and

Staff consultation and HR processes associated with revised operating approaches.
3.8.

One of the fundamental issues currently faced by SLDC emerging from the detailed
financial analysis is that whilst Building Control Chargeable income covers all the
operational costs of providing that part of the service, it does not recover sufficient
fees in the competitive market to recoup all the corporate recharges currently
allocated to the chargeable service and therefore this element of service continues
to show an overall deficit position year on year.

3.9.

However, as a result of the review, the allocation of corporate recharges was
revised to better reflect the actual charges incurred by Building Control for the
chargeable and non-chargeable service elements.

3.10.

This report concluded that the in-house provision was the most appropriate service
model.

3.11.

An internal audit review of building control was carried out in 2017/18 which gave
substantial assurance and found:
a) The Building Control service is fulfilled by a very knowledgeable,
experienced and appropriately qualified team.
b) Although Building Control has let lapse its ISO Quality Standard
accreditation, this has had no adverse effect on the professional and timely
service delivery.
c) New Building Control Standards and ISO accreditation are anticipated in
2018 and the team intends to ensure full compliance to again achieve
accreditation.
d) The Budget Monitoring Report to Period 6 2017/18 showed Building Control
to be performing ahead of budget.

3.12.

The Customer Connect programme will bring major changes to the Building Control
service including new IT systems, a new staffing structure and new support
structures. It is not possible yet to determine the impact this will have on the direct
costs of the service.
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3.13.

The direct costs of the building control service for 2018/19 are shown in the table
below:
2018/19

2018/19
2018/19
Working
Actual
Budget
Variance
Comments
£000
£000
£000
Building Control – Chargeable - Building Regulations - Administration and enforcement function of
building regulations in construction, alterations and changes of use, including examination of plans and
site inspection of work
Direct Expenditure
Employees
209.3
202.8
6.5 Overspend due to not
meeting 4% vacancy saving
on salaries - no vacant
posts
Transport
16.1
14.3
1.8 Mileage claims higher than
budgeted
Supplies and Services
13.6
18.7
-5.1 Lower than budgeted
spend over a number of
budgets including
engineers fees
239.0
235.8
3.2
Income
Customer Receipts
-314.1
-329.7
15.6 Lower than budgeted
income from both
approvals and inspection
fees
-314.1
-329.7
15.6
Net Expenditure
-75.1
-93.9
18.8
Building Control - Non- Chargeable - Street Naming & Numbering - advice to the public - Statutory
function to initiate, consult and advise developers, key services and individual property owners.
Assistance to Development Control Group - Unauthorised building operations.
Direct Expenditure
Employees
96.9
93.4
3.5
Transport
6.0
6.8
-0.8
Supplies and Services
2.9
2.9
0.0
105.8
103.1
2.7
Net Expenditure

105.8

103.1
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2.7

Item No.10
South Lakeland District Council
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
16 August 2019

Portfolio:

Housing and Innovation Portfolio

Report from:

Cllr Jonathan Brook

The development and implementation of the Council Plan and Local Plan housing objectives.
The Council Plan objectives in relation to improved customer engagement and communication
Working in partnership to improve the standard, availability and affordability of housing in the
District to meet local needs, championing these issues at national, regional and sub-regional
level.
Looking at innovative ways of working.
To support the Leader of the Council and to deputise in his/her absence.
Policies, Plans and Strategies





Council Plan
Local Plan (including Development Management Policies)
Housing Strategy and Policy (including Choice Based Lettings Allocation Policy)
IT/Information/E Government Strategy

Key Areas







Council Planning
Customer Connect Programme (Strategy)
Development Management and Building Control
Housing Options and Homelessness Prevention
IT Services
Strategic Housing and delivery (including Housing Enabling and Housing Grants)
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Council Planning
The Council Plan 2019 has been designed to set out the council’s vison and direction which is
supported by the strategies in place. We aim to deliver the Council Plan by:





Working across boundaries to deliver sustainable communities
Creating balanced communities
Reducing inequalities so no one is left behind
Encouraging a sustainable environment and an inclusive economy

Each quarter the council will report on the performance in relation to the council plan targets, of
which quarter one has been included as part of this agenda.
The review for the 2020/21 plan will involve discussion with key stakeholders, a reflection of key
strategic documents, emphasis of the digital transformation and how the transition will support
the way we interact and deliver services for our customers, whilst focusing on the alignment of
the medium term financial plan against the priorities. The Cabinet and Leadership team will be
meeting in early September to begin the review process.
Overview and Scrutiny Committee will be asked to consider a draft 2020/21 Council Plan later in
the year.
Customer Connect Programme (Strategy)
The implementation of the Customer Connect Programme has been ongoing since September
2016 and is divided into three main elements; Digital, People and Place. The people element is
now being led by the Customer, Commercial Services and People Portfolio Holder and the
Places element is being led by the Finance and Assets Portfolio Holder.
A successful briefing session for all councillors took place in June 2019, which 15 Councillors
attended to receive a full update on the each element of the programme.
Since the most recent portfolio update reported at Council in July 2019 the digital platform is
continuing to develop and focus on the below areas. The digital work streams are still underway
to develop and deliver the digital platform:
1. Digital Enablement, comprising:
a. Online Customer Account and Enterprise Solution Design for customer records
b. Development of the digital solution for Revenues and Benefits and the
integration of it with the Online Account
c. Integration of the ‘my account’ (online customer account) with the digital
revenues and benefits system for Council Tax, Business Rates, Benefits and
Landlord functionality.
d. Integration of the ‘my account’ with the GIS system to automatically display
information about a residents property and what’s happening nearby such as
planning applications
2. Integration with the corporate Document Management system
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a. This will allow the existing corporate document management system to
function as part of the digital platform and allow existing key functionality to
continue.
3. Implementation of the Corporate GIS Platform and data improvement work
a. The new approach to GIS data, store once and use as required. Existing
systems are being replaced and data is being corrected and consolidated.
4. Integration with the Payment System to allow payments to be taken as part of an
application for services
5. Interactive Dashboards and reporting
a. This will bring the data that we store in the council systems, to life. Allowing it
to be viewed in different ways primarily through a graphical interface.
6. Building a new Building Control System within the Digital Platform
7. Building a new Planning System within the Digital Platform
8. Building a new Land Charges system within the Digital Platform
9. Data migration preparation for the new systems
a. The data from existing systems needs to be migrated into the new systems
that we’re building, to facilitate this we need to ensure the existing data is in
the correct format.
10. Service Redesign and Digital Platform configuration
a. This is where we start to build the configuration of new processes within the
digital platform, based upon the work performed collaboratively between
Service Redesign and Digital.
b. Existing systems (that aren’t being replaced yet) will continue to be used, but
may need to be configured slightly differently as well as being accessed by
different members of staff.
Development Management and Building Control
As identified in the Quarter one performance monitoring report, 83% of major planning
applications were responded to within the 13 week target period in 2018/19. This has increased
from 77% in 2017/18 and is significantly higher than the government target of 60%. 75% of all
minor applications were responded to within the 8 week period which is also higher than the
65% government target.
The Council is continuing to work continue to improve service performance through the
Customer Connect Project to ensure major, minor and other applications are being determined
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in a timely manner. This will be supported by the new IT infrastructure which is currently being
developed in partnership with Eden District Council.
As previously reported at the Council meeting on 23 July, the data cleansing activity for Building
Control is now complete and significant progress has been made in the planning data cleanse.
The planning income target was lower than the projected income in 2018/19, however the
performance measures show that the planning income for the start of 2019/20 is slightly above
target.
Housing Options and Homelessness Prevention
Since 2012/13 the number of homelessness presentations have increased from 380 to 605
2018/19. The Council has introduced a target measure of the number of homelessness
households living in temporary accommodation will be no more than 20 at a time. In the most
recent figures reported in quarter one this figure was 21, however this is caused by the
legislative changes implemented through the Homelessness Reduction Act. In order to support
the reduction of the homelessness households living in temporary accommodation, the Council
has introduced the Homelessness Strategy 2019/2024 which identities four key priorities:





Homeless prevention
Increasing the supply of settled accommodation
Ensuring appropriate support is available
Tackling complex needs

The council is working towards achieving the strategy’s actions:







Working with private rented sector to secure accommodation for people in housing
need/at risk of homelessness;
Bringing empty homes back into use by implementing the Empty Homes Strategy and
Action Plan;
Working with public sector bodies and churches to identify any potential sites that could
be used for affordable or supported housing;
Using housing renovation grants to enable potential new schemes suitable for tenants
with specific needs;
Working with providers to enable a shared housing scheme in South Lakeland for young
people;
Working with housing associations to develop new affordable homes with the help of
low-cost loans.

In this first quarter for 2019/20 153 people accessed the homelessness service provided by the
Council. The has reduced from 160 in 2018/19 quarter four, however the Council has committed
£461,000 which will be used specifically to create new temporary accommodation for families in
Grange over sands and Kendal to support those accessing the service.
In quarter one 2019/20 the number of empty homes within South Lakeland has reduced to 980
from 1037 in 2012. The Council is continuing to enable the reduction of empty homes by 20%
by 2025 through targeted interventions.
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Strategic Housing and delivery (including Housing Enabling and Housing Grants)
Since 2014 to 31 March 2019 the council has supported the delivery of 464 homes to rent and
121 affordable homes to buy. These figures show the Council is on target to deliver 1,000
affordable homes to rent by 2025.
Working with partners such as Highways England, Cumbria LEP and Housing Developers the
development of the Cross-a-moor roundabout is on track. Highways England are continuing to
work up a design and land assembly.
Barrow Borough Council is leading on the Private Sector Stock Condition survey which is being
carried out using a new methodology by the Building Research Establishment. Eden District
Council and Cumbria County Council, SLDC have jointly commissioned this survey.
The £2.36 million Community Housing Fund designed to help tackle the problem of high levels
of second home ownership is broken down into two available grants.



CLH Capacity Building Grant
CLH Scheme Grant

The fund can be used to enable the delivery of new community-led housing schemes. Schemes
supported by this funding are currently underway in Helsington, Ulverston, Levens and
Gatesbield.
As you will be aware the Local Plan is now complete following the adoption of Development
Management policies and the Arnside and Silverdale AONB plan. These new policies
implemented include requirements for accessible and adaptable housing, flood risk, broadband
connectivity, green infrastructure and biodiversity.
The governance arrangements for CIL are now well advanced and the council is expecting
expressions of interest for the first tranche of projects imminently.
The Council is continuing to collaborate with the County Council on a Kendal Major
Infrastructure Study to examine the scope for major transport infrastructure, means of funding
and the future development strategy relationship.
IT Services
The IT service is continuing to focus on the delivery of Customer Connect through the
preparation of the Enterprise Digital Platform to support single customer records and online
accounts. Internal testing of the platform has been undertaken and all key components of the
technology map are in place.
The service is also undertaking a great deal of work to enhance the data organisation stores
and processes.
The IT is continuing to work closely with Street Scene to support the implementation of new incab technology. This software will provide a range of functions to create a more streamline
process which supports the Customer Connect Project and enhances customer service.
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Item No.11
South Lakeland District Council
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Friday, 16th August 2019

Green Team Progress
Portfolio:

Cllr Dyan Jones - Environment Portfolio Holder

Report from:

David Sykes - Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Report Author:

Dan Hudson – Strategy Lead Specialist

Wards:

(All Wards)

Forward Plan:

Not applicable

1.0

Expected Outcome

1.1

To update members on the Green Team’s work to coordinate Council activity to
combat the effects of Climate Change and promote Biodiversity.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

It is recommended that the committee:(1)

Note the report.

(2)
Consider and comment on the draft Biodiversity policy attached as
Appendix 1.
3.0

Background and Proposals

3.1

With the declaration of a Climate Emergency and the adoption of a Climate Change
Policy at the beginning of this year and the resolution on Biodiversity at Council on
July 23rd, South Lakeland District Council is demonstrating strong commitment to
this deeply concerning issue.
Climate Change and Carbon Emissions in South Lakeland

3.2

Climate change is an increasingly important area of concern both in terms of the
global impact of South Lakeland in terms of our greenhouse gas emissions (primarily
CO2) and more locally in terms of becoming more resilient to the impacts of Climate
Change and extreme weather events in particular. The table below demonstrates
emissions in South Lakeland and how these are changing over time.
Industry
and
Commercial
Total

Domestic
Total

Transport
Total

*N.
LULUCF
Net
Emissions

2005

486.2

325.1

438.4

-80.1

2010

454.4

317.3

392.5

2011

367.7

276.3

2012

418.5

2013

396.3

Year

Population
('000s,
mid-year
estimate)

Per
Capita
Emissions
(t)

1,169.6

104.3

11.2

-90.4

1,073.8

104.1

10.3

384.9

-91.8

937.1

103.7

9.0

294.3

380.7

-90.5

1,003.0

103.5

9.7

282.5

379.6

-90.1

968.3

103.6

9.3
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Grand
Total

2014

366.8

237.3

383.0

-91.7

895.5

103.5

8.7

2015

334.6

231.3

396.9

-95.4

867.4

103.8

8.4

302.9
216.0
408.9
833.1
2016
-94.6
103.8
*LULUCF means land use change and forestry – which generally absorbs CO2.

8.0

Local Authority CO2 emissions estimates 2005-2016 (kt (kilotonnes) CO2)
Source: DEFRA South Lakeland District

3.3

Emissions are falling. Total emissions fell by 29% between 2005 and 2016 with large
falls in emissions from industry and domestic emissions. Emissions from transport
have fallen more slowly and have started to rise again between 2014 and 2016.
Emissions per head have fallen from 11.2kt in 2005 to 8kt today. South Lakeland’s
emissions comprise 21.4% of County-wide emissions. Emissions per head at 8kt is
just above the County average of 7.8.

3.4

South Lakeland District Council’s own corporate Carbon footprint has been estimated
at around 3,000 tonnes of CO2 per annum, made up of 1,504 from transport and
1,492 from gas and electricity in 2018-19. We have cut emissions from gas and
electricity by nearly 400 tonnes since 2013-14, a fall of 21%. Emissions from
transport have fluctuated but in 2019, were slightly higher than their 2013-14 level. In
2018-19, around 5800 tonnes of CO2 emissions were prevented through kerbside
recycling.

3.5

The Green Team initiative has prompted further work both at District and County
level to develop an improved understanding of our carbon footprint and we will
update members on this work as it progresses.
The Green Team

3.6

The Green Team is a multi-disciplinary member and officer team, established last
year to look at how the Council can respond to the challenges of climate change and
wider environmental challenges. It includes members, specialists in planning, public
health and air quality, parks and open spaces, property and buildings, waste
collection, parking and street scene.

3.7

Following public consultation in the summer of 2018, a wide range of ideas were put
forward by stakeholders and members of the public.

3.8

The initial list of measures was shortlisted into deliverable actions and these were
consolidated into a 25 point Action Plan including

3.9



Actions to be implemented by SLDC;



Actions seeking to influence the behaviour of others;



Actions to inform and engage the public on climate change;

The overall aim is to ensure that climate change is at the heart of the Council’s
decision making processes.
Actions to Date

3.10

That 25 point Action Plan is in the course of delivery and outstanding and ongoing
actions are being rolled forward into a refreshed and expanded action plan. Key
Actions to date include


The adoption of a corporate policy on Climate Change (Background Document 1
and declaration of a climate change emergency by Council in February 2019;
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Commissioning CAfS to prepare a costed programme for a whole place transition
to becoming carbon neutral, set up a panel of inspirational speakers on delivering
low carbon energy, delivering a Low Carbon events programme and a business
event, supporting low carbon community initiatives and developing a low carbon
knowledge hub



The adoption by Council of new development management policies in March
2019 including up to date policies on flood mitigation and seeking the use, where
appropriate of;
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

Permeable surfaces, and other features that reduce flood risk.
Requirements for environmental net gain for biodiversity and green and blue
infrastructure;
Biodiversity features such as bat boxes, swift bricks and hedgehog highways
and other features that create or enhance locally relevant biodiversity habitats
ensuring that provision reflects local biodiversity evidence base.
Sufficient and well-designed visually unobtrusive space for bin
collection/recycling and adequate cycle storage either within the curtilage of a
dwelling or building or through formal parking provision where communal
buildings are provided.
Orientating buildings where they can optimise energy efficiency, solar gain
and maximise daylight levels.
Maximum and practical use of sustainable and reused and recycled locally
sourced building materials.
Water saving devices such as water butts.
Features that contribute to a greener, healthier environment and improve air
quality including living/green walls and roofs and roof gardens and electric
vehicle charging points both within on-site and off-site parking.



The secondment of an expert from the Lake District National Park Authority to
assist in refining metrics to quantify our organisational carbon footprint and
measures to further drive down emissions from our own activities;



Working with CAFS (Cumbria Action for Sustainability) to establish the potential
for additional solar panels on SLDC buildings;



Promote the provision of additional electric vehicle charging points;



Promoting tree planting;



Incorporating the consideration of environmental issues within procurement
conditions



Working with the County Council to promote safe routes to school;



Implementing the Kendal Air Quality Management Plan;



Working with the County Council to identify and improve the District Cycle
Network to promote the use of pedal and electric cycles for short trips.



Council decisions to be subject to climate change proofing.



Using the Councils website and communications functions to raise awareness of
climate change on an ongoing basis. For some weeks now, the Communications
team has been regularly putting out social media communications to support the
Green Team agenda, including promoting and helping to deliver electric vehicle
charging points in the district, our partnership work with LEAP and guidance on
use of wood burners.
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Incorporating an energy saving strategy within the Property and Land
Management Strategy which seeks to reduce the Council’s carbon emissions by
reducing our energy use, through the efficient management of our land and
buildings and be an exemplar to others and ensure that the potential impacts of
climate change are understood for the entire life cycles of all of SLDC’s property
and land assets. For each asset, the new strategy will include:
1. Undertaking a comprehensive energy audit which includes:
o

o
o
o

o
o
o
o

Assessing energy usage over a series of years and where data exists,
analyse energy usage by facility and by site management activities / staffing /
public use, broken down into heating/hot water, electricity and lighting. This
will enable an understanding of which activities/facilities are high/low energy
users and on a per capita basis for staff / members of the public.
Assessing performance of building envelopes (thermal insulation, building
tightness, surface and orientation of the glazed surfaces etc.);
Assessing behaviour (how the buildings are used and how visitors and staff
interact with the building on a day-to-day basis);
Assessing efficiency of the existing technical installations and evaluating any
existing or potential energy management systems; quality of the regulation
and maintenance of the technical installations (are the technical installations
managed and maintained in such a way as to maximise their efficiency and
minimise their overall usage);
Assessing ability to benefit from heat gains in the winter and limit them in the
summer.
Assessing ability to benefit from natural lighting;
Determine Efficiency of electrical appliances and lighting.
Determine potential for installing automating systems for smart energy
management

2. Undertake a renewable energy audit which includes using the findings from the
energy audit on energy usage, advising on appropriate renewable energy
system deployment and locations across the SLDC estate. Any work on
SLDC’s estate should be in conjunction with the Council’s upcoming carbon
reduction strategy-.
The Strategy seeks to ensure that where any Capital investment is considered on
SLDC property and land, energy management must be a key consideration.
Next Steps
3.11

The work of the green team is iterative and a key priority is responding to issues
arising out of the current set of roadshows including the critical area of biodiversity.
An updated Action Plan is in preparation and that will draw on responses from the
current consultation.
Biodiversity

3.12

Biodiversity is the variety and variability of life on earth at all levels. It is often
measured through ‘species richness’. The Council made the following declaration on
July 23rd….
This council notes in the recent report from the UN intergovernmental panel on
biodiversity and ecosystem services. The report outlines the deterioration in
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biodiversity globally and the serious consequences of a further decline in
biodiversity.
This council further notes the UK government’s failure to achieve agreed targets
on biodiversity (the Aichi targets).
Council therefore
1. Calls on the government to urgently take action to achieve the Aichi targets;
2. Commits to a review of how this council’s activities can ensure biodiversity
protection while at the same time delivering services, housing and climate
change protection to the residents of the district; and
3. Calls on our local authorities in the county to jointly address the highly serious
issue of the future deterioration in biodiversity
3.13

Widening the scope of the team to address the related issue of biodiversity is a
critical area. Climate change is a threat to many species, habitats and interactions
between them both globally and locally. Conversely, thriving habitats, and woodland
and wetlands in particular, are critical ‘carbon sinks’ which absorb and sequester
carbon.

3:14

There are many biodiversity related issues arising out of the current series of
roadshows. Much is already being done. The principle of biodiversity net gain is
enshrined in our new planning policies, we are engaged in a large scale tree planting
programme. We are increasingly managing our parks and open spaces to maximise
biodiversity, changing mowing regimes to promote more diverse and species rich
swards and working with community groups and volunteers to plant wildflowers in our
parks and open spaces. Together with the County Council, we are investigating the
scope for approaches to grass verge management to improve diversity
However, as a starting point, a draft corporate policy on Biodiversity has been
drafted. This seeks to maximise the ways in which the Council can use its direct and
indirect influence to ensure that the impact of human activity within South Lakeland
on biodiversity is as positive as it can be. The policy is intended to be considered by
Council in the early autumn and the Committee’s views on it are invited.
Longer term issues

3:15

Opportunities include development of local energy networks, monitoring the impact of
changing transport technologies such as electric cars, shared vehicles and greater
automation and managing parking to minimise emissions and maximise active travel.

3:16

The Council cannot do this on its own and lobbying for action from Government – for
example for national standards on zero carbon homes – will continue to be important,
both by SLDC and in combination with other local authorities and partner
organisations.

3.17

The Council Plan has a strong emphasis on climate change. The Climate Change
policy adds weight to it. Tackling climate change is at the heart of the Cumbria Health
Strategy and the recently adopted Parks and Open Spaces strategy. Work is just
starting on the next local plan and minimising climate change and ensuring that new
development is resilient will be at the heart of the new plan as it will with local plans
in the National Parks which will shape development in large parts of the District.

4.0

Consultation

4.1

An initial series of roadshows were held in the Summer of 2018 at which suggestions
were invited from stakeholders and members of the public for actions that the Council
could take to reduce its impact on, and increase the resilience of the District to
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climate change. A second series of roadshows were held in July of this year. These
were attended by more than 250 people. More than 150 suggestions of measures
were received in relation both to carbon reduction and to biodiversity and these are
currently being processed. Additional suggestions have been received from a
number of residents following the events. It is anticipated that these will feed into the
next round of action planning.
5.0

Alternative Options

5.1

Not applicable. This is an information report

6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

A key cross-cutting theme of the new Council Plan is encouraging a sustainable
environment and inclusive economy that builds resilience, grows a green economy
and is ready for the challenge of climate change

7.0

Implications

Financial, Resources and Procurement
7.1

The Green Team has focused its consideration to measures which can be delivered
within existing resources and budgets.

Human Resources
7.2

The Green Team has focussed its consideration to measures which can be delivered
within existing staff resources.

Legal
7.3

Not applicable

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7.4

This is an information report

Equality and Diversity
7.7

This is an information report;

Risk
Risk

Consequence

Controls required

This is an information report
Contact Officers
Dan Hudson, Strategic Lead Specialist, d.hudson@southlakeland.gov.uk
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APPENDIX 1 – draft corporate policy on Biodiversity
Biodiversity
South Lakeland Council is commited to a review of how its activities can
protect and enhance local and global biodiversity while at the same time
delivering services, housing and climate change protection to the residents of
the district and working with local authorities and other strategic partners in
Cumbria and elsewhere to jointly address this highly serious issue.
To promote and enhance local and global biodiversity, South Lakeland will



















Ensure where possible that products procured by the Council and its contractors are
from sustainable sources and encourage our community and partners to do likewise;
Through the implementation of its Climate Change Policy seek to minimise the emissions
of greenhouse gases which contribute to global warming and habitat degradation by the
Council’s own activities and by other stakeholders across the County and sub-region.
Through its policy of avoiding the use of single-use plastics, and through encouraging
other stakeholders to do the same to minimise pollution of rivers and oceans.
Encourage habitat creation, restoration and safeguarding through its planning policies
which;
o Encourage the development of greenspace networks and corridors and develop a
green infrastructure strategy;
o Enshrine the principles of net gain, safeguard important site features and habitats
and encourage habitat creation in new development;
o Require the use of sustainable drainage systems and fit for purpose foul water
drainage in new developments;
Through our Contaminated Land Strategy, ensure that contaminated land is effectively
remediated when land is redeveloped and ensure that new development does not have
an adverse effect on air or water quality;
Use its environmental protection powers to ensure that potentially polluting uses and
activities are effectively managed;
Where practical, adopt biodiversity friendly land management and habitat creation in
parks, open spaces and other land within its ownership and encourage other public and
community landowners to do the same;
Ensure that existing woodland within its ownership is managed in accordance with
current industry best practice to retain tree cover and biodiversity, and improve
biodiversity where possible. This will include thinning woodlands to create opportunities
for natural regeneration and create habitats for butterflies and moths.
Work with the Environment Agency, National Park Authorities, the Morecambe Bay
Partnership and major landowners to promote sustainable land management including
promoting natural flood management;
Support the Cumbria Wildlife Trust, the Cumbria Local Nature Partnership, the
Morecambe Bay Partnership, the National Trust and other conservation bodies in
understanding and enhancing biodiversity in South Lakeland.
Ensure that biodiversity objectives are fully reflected in its own strategies and seek to
ensure that they are given due weight in plans and strategies prepared by others.
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